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for Infants and Children.
THIR
TT years' observation of Contort& with the patronage of
millions of porwase_pernsit es to spook of it without geossiag.
It is wagwastionably th• lust  remedy for Want. &nit Children
teat wwrid kali over lowers It is harwalwas. Ceildron liko it. It
iglus them lualth. It wilt sou their bus. Iin it Motkors hays




Cestoria provosts vomiting Sur Card.
Carteret owes Diarrheas and Wised Collo.
Cast:stria Peleliu. Teething Trullos.
Castor!. opus Coniettraation and Tlatialuey!
Clastsria nerstraliass tits *Roots ef oarlsones &old gale er_robioneas air:
Cestorle deem vast esastalse surpkbea, spins.. or waleariaarwatio Fr *Forty.
Contorts assimilate. tho food, aweedatu the stemma' and
tibiltleasktley and asters! sloop._
Castoria Is pot up in onornikes beetles only. It is net sold in bulk.
Don't allow any ens to son yes anytking also on thpploa or prowls*
that it Is " jut as good" and "will anoorsr every purpose."
fie• that yea get CeItedieT-.0-R-I-A.
The teeradsaile  ,
austor* of
la ma every
sie . , 1Z-Z4‘ wr-11!.•
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.
M Miint Miii iiiMaitriii a






1 A fl auN E
E TTeatino• Stove and zet the Celebrated EI
E
a Special Prices to School Houses and Churches 3
E They can be clotted up so as to keep fire 24 hours. Will E
I 
burn either hard or soft coal.
ROGERS At WOSTENHOLM Pocket Knives and Razors aE The largest stock of these ever brought here. Sash, Doors E
Blinds, -Lime, Cement, Laths, Flooring, Siding and Ceding
a Mantels, Grates, Hearths. -- Shot Guns. Rifles and PistolsPaints, Oils and Glass. Wagons, Buggies and Carts. Nails
E Locks and Hinges.a Also Bicycles At. Cost! /E ........ E









Warehouse R. R St.. bet' 10th & 11th,Hopkinsville, Ky.
Careful attention given to sampling and selling Whence consigned° as, Liberal advance"
Tnbasieu to were Ail unease. moire., unes• otherwise in•tru,•t-il
••••••••••••••11•41•11•11•11111111•110•010klOPOP•10•••••••••••
• •
so• Balk sod.. is inferior to package soda. OD HA4f 
•













a el imitates trade
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ni Rade only by CHURCH & CO., New York. Sold by grocers everywhere e 111
• •




TOBACCO COMMISSION ME EL 3 HAN.
CIM Fe A. IA
NAT A lit Trx CO T.3" ES .1E.
Hopkinsville KPntunkv
4e0
Ragsdale, Cooper Itc Co.,
--PHOPitlETORM OF—
MAIN : STREET : TOBACCO : WAREHOUSE
etkoesiresseek
BETWEEN TENTH AND ELEVENTH,
Hopkinsville, .Kentucky.
W. E. RAGSDALE, Salesman
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, F
RIDAY, MARCH 15, 1895.
MAY 29 THE DATE
The ,Republican State
Coln Mimi to be Held
on That Date at
The Basis of Representation De-




Louieville, Ky., Mar. 8 —The Re-
publican State Central Committee
has met and adjourned fixing upon
Leuisville as the place and May 29
es the time for holding the State con-
vention. There was little contest
over the place, but the early date
evoked a howl from the supporters of
Mr. A. E. Wilson, who had contend-
ed for an early couveution. The
party lash was applied with effect,
however, and within a few hours at-'
er the committee had adjourned,
the kickers had good uaturedly ac-
quiesced in the will of the rued rity
terrain'. Tee call for the convention
ii set follows:
To the Republictu Electors of Ken-
tueltj : 11-publican electors and vot
ere generally, without regard to past
p entice! ffilatione, uho believe in
cud endorse the princip:es and policy
et the Republican party, whose
achieveuueuts and triumphs have es-
tahliebed it as the most masterful
end enlightened political organiz
ion that as ever existed, are cot-
eially invited to unite under this call
in 'he election of delegates to State
couveution to be .held in the city ef
Louisville ornhlay 19, 1895,11(.2 o'clock
p. rn , for the purpose ot nomin•tiog
candidates for tbe offices of CI:teenier.
Lieutenant Governor, Treasurer, Au-
ditor of Public Aecounts, Register of
the Land Office, Attorney General,
Secretary of State. Superinteudent of
Iustractiou and Commission-
er of Agriculture, Labor and Stith.-
tics, and for the transaction of such
other business as may properly come
oefore it.
The basis of representation shall be
one delegate for every 100 votes, and
for every fraction over fifty votee
east for the R.publican candidate for
President in 1892.
Jolt Si W. YERKSS, Chairmar.
Wm E. REILLY, Secretary.
40.
MAY BE PL MAL
L Man Seen Who Answers the Descrip-
tion of the Lscaped Lunatic.
On lest Wt dursday Rd Pulliam, the
desperate lunatic from Hancock
county, who mutdsred P. ev. W. B
Swope about two months ago, made
his escsoo from the asylum atten-
dews whiteout walking with a num
ier of patient,. Wednesday night
dr. J. D. Lucy, wbo lives several
'tiles north of town, had a flue mare
taken from his stenle, and on search-
ing for the animal he feu od that a
man answering the description ol
Pulliam had been teen riding
along the Kirkmansville road
He pass, d through the farm of J J
Bowen, about twelve miles from here
on the Kirkutanevilie road, and Mrs
B men spoke to him, but she says be
made no reply whatever. She re-
ooguized the,horse as being the prop-
erty of Mr. Lacy, and from her de-
ecription of the rider Mr. L icy was
WWI d that it was the lunatic who
got his horse, so he got a man to go
with him and will undertake to catch
the man and get the horse.
Pulliam, whi'e a very crszy man, is
very cunning one, and, knowing
bat he would be pursued by the
asylum antharitiee, took the horse in
order that he miabt get bars to Han
osk couuty before be could bear-
rested.
The folio sing press dispatch has
oeen sent out from Hawesville, Pun
dented borne:
"Information has been received
here from the Superintendent of the
Lunatic Asylum at Hopkineville that
Ed Putnam, who was recently cap-
tured, tried and convicted of shooting
.nd killing Roe. Swope, near Pates-
elite, had escaped ag•io. Pulliam
was an escaped lunatic when be
killed the preacher and many of the
good citizsns thought he should have
been sent to the penitentiary instead
,if the asylum, and the feeling is very
great against him, slid if he should
return to his homeofeare are enter-
tained for his safety."
The above dispatch doubtless origi-
nated in the brain of some irrerpon-
mble newspaper correspondent. The
idea of banging a man who is as in-
cline SAIPUIllatil is known to be IS too
barbarous to be worthy of thought
by men who are not themselves in-
sane. He will he returned to the
asylum as soon as he can be captured
444
1 it', Iiiiitititt, illirSte
Etc.
Montgomery, Ky., Oct. 4, 1893.
Yes, indeed, I can say something
to: the E eetropoiee. I have possess-
el it only a f. w mobiles, but have
found it a great relief in indigestioo,
torpid liven ind,gemnote rheum.' lent,
eeryouenees, eleepleoenees, • fleets of
a slime, etc. I MID 56 years old, abet
have been a eufferer a long time, sun
(outset little. or no relief from niedi-
eine ; but the Poise has bora entirely
different. The Pulse has worked
wonders with me even In so rheet a
tulle; my health is greatly improved,
and 1 feel like a new man. I am al-
modt young &Krill. Can work now
and net got exhausted in a few milt-
'i ts'. I owe It all to the EleetrOpolae
Have &leo used it in my 'amity, and
timed it all you represent it to be
My children all 111,0W Its value arid
alt for it dsily for their many pains,
eutm and bruises. I could not pan
with mine under any eireemstencee.
I. R. HUBBARD.
fE Electrepolso put out on trial




Don't PUt It Oft'.
The necessity of a spring medicine
is universally admitted. This Is the
best time of the year in which to pu-
rify the blood, to restore the loot lip.
petite and to build up the entire
system, as the body is now peculiatly
susceptible to bout fit from medicine.
The popularity attained by Hood's
nareapariils owl' g to its real merit
al A its remarkable success, has es
tebliehed it as the very nest nuedleine
to lake in the spring. It cure
s gator
tile, salt rheum, ail humors, billow.-
'Mee, dyseepsia, headache, kidney
and liver crwriplaintm, catarrh, and all
affections caused or promoted by low
state of the syetem or impure blood.
Don't put it mfl, hut take Hood's Sar-
saparilla now. It will do you good.
'the Vomen.
The women over at Ciarkiville will
get out an issue of the Leaf-Ceionlohe
somi—the exact date ha. not you been
announced j
A Candidate.
Hon. Nerge Clarke, f Bowilug
Green, has announced his candidacy
for reelection to the Let/Mature from
tbe Bowliog Ce.-een district. Ms.
Clarke seiv,d in the last session of
the General Assembly, and, theugh
one of Its youngest member., was at
the Maine time one its most ielleen-
Dal and popular.
A Store at Trenton
Messrs. John Mt Comb.; and Jebn
Peedleton, of P-rubreilv, have moved
to Trenton, where they have opened
a hardware store. A good merchant
ought to he able to make money at
Trenton, as the opening there is good
—.wo of the hest merchauis of the
town having died within the last six
months.
In April.
Some time duriug the first week in
April the children of the Loyal Tem-
perance L -glop, the ehlidren'e breech
of the W. C. T. U , will give a
•'Mother G ose" •ntertainment at the
opera houses in this city. A hunt fifty
children will take part in the pro-
gram, which will be made As attrac-
tive aa p esible.
In a Bad Fix.
Col. Henry Spencer, of Casey•ille,
has a pamtuffloe that bvi Wants to give
away. Col. Spencer was appointed
postmaster against his wishes, aroi
nas been trying to get rid of it ever
since his appointment. Now the
Colonel wants to move from Casey
Tulle, but is unable to find anyone nil
lag to take the offi to
Or. Price's Cream bakloe Powder
Moat Perfect Mae*
$10,000 Stallion.
anent to the New MI6
Lexington, Ky., March 9 Attach-
ments were issued today against
S. P. Salter, the owner of one-third
of the fast trotting stallion, Dan Cupid
in favor of (1. P. Alford and W. T.
Jonee. The stallion was told in
November last at Woodard, and the
purchase meney belonging to Salter
Is sought to be recovered by the
plainOff. The stallion is valued at
$10,000.
With His Whip.
Judge W E It issell, one of the bete
known lawyers lo Kentucky, has
been tried in the Lebanon Police
Court for whipping Martha Roach,
a colored woman of that place, some
weeks ago. Judge Russell had an al-
tercation with the woman aud sub-
srpiently met her on the streets aid
punished her severely with a buggy
whip. A jury returned a verdict of a
ties of one cent and costs. A civil
stot for $I 00o, lest ltuted by the wo-
man against Russell, Is now p‘ reline
in the Marlou Cireult Court.
nato was dek, we gave her Caienda.
Whoosh. was a ChIld, sheested for Caatiirta.
What she br•carme Men, she clung to Ca:amis.
Nina she had Children, she gave them Cesitoria.
A Sad Death.
The sad death of Dr. J. B. Cottrell,
the aged Methodist minister, has
caused universal sorrow wherever he
was known. The doctor was drown-
ed in Lake D ira, Florida, where he
had been for several weeks visiting
him stepson, Mr. H. H. Dineen, who
resides there. He wool to the lake
Thursday to Mob, and while Candies
on a half sunken barge on the edge
of the lake he was suddenly seiz.d
with a vertigo and fell forward into
the water, Which was very deep.
There was no one near to help blue
tied his body was not recovered for
two hours. Dr. etottrell was one of
the most brilliant of all America's
great pulpit orators.
•••
Rheum .tism CI red.
Rheumatism is caused by lactic
acid iu the blood attacking the fibrous
tissues if the Huns. Keep your
bleed pure and healthy and you will
not have rheum itlem. It iod's Sires-
panne gives the blood vitality and
richness and tones the whole body,
neutralizes the acidity of the blood
and thus curer rheumatism.
Hood's Pills are the.beet after dinne
pills assist digestioa, cure headache.
THE PEOPLE'S PARTY.
The Christian County Executive
Committee of the People's party pre-
sent. the following platform of prin-
ciples:
I. We affirm the right of the peo-
ple, and deny that the foreign and
domestic money power is entitled to
control this goveroment.
2 le the interest of the people we
demand the restoration of the coinage
of gold and silver as it existed prior
to 1873, at the ratio of 16 tot, aud that
without waiting the consent of any
other nation.
8 As Congress alone has the right
to coin money aud regulate the value
thereof, we demand that ail money
be implied by the government witheto
the intervention of banks of issuo
the mime to be • full legal tender.
4. We also declare our implacable
hostility to the further issue of inter•
est bearing b )tide, and especially to
an unadvertierd, secret contract, 1.0
which foreign mouey kings have
made millions.
Wit ask all the people to forget past
political d ft -remiss and unite with
us in a COUltI1011 plirpOite to rest-us our
gemerurneut from the control of rim
nopoliee and concentrated wealth, to
restore proepetity to our suffering
people; and to secure the rights of
free emceed), a free press, and trial by
jury; all rules, reel/unitising and Jed,
clal dicta in derogation of either of
Which, are arbitrary, unconstitu-
tional, and not to be tolerated by a
free people.
C. D BErm., Ch'm. pro tem.
W. E. NV AitYIELD, Sit, Sc
Hopkitisville, March 7, 1893.
Two Lives Saved.
Mrs. Phoebe Thorne'', of Jnnotion
City, Ill, was told by her doctors 'she
had Consumption and that there was
no hope for her, but twe bottles of
Dr. Kivg's New Discovery complete-
ly cured her and she says it sawed her
tire. Mr Thom FIggere, 139 Flerlds
Sr. San Franeleoo, suffered from a
dreadful meld, approaching Consump-
tion, taied without result everything
else then beught one bottle of Dr
Ring's New Lliteov•ry and in two
weeks was cured. He is naturally
thankful It is such results, of which
thou are Silinples, that prove the
wonderful et/tete), of thin ruedleine
In Coughs see fwd.. yr.. trial hot
flu at R. C. f4 1,1v" We drug store.
Regular six 61 st.d #i.
AFTER 20 1 EARS.I All Over Kentucky.
Ed Wooldridge, a Negro
Who Took the Life of
Ed
The Democrats of the First Rill
road Commistiou district will 0.4131-
/ ate their candidate at Oweusboro
May 15 h.
Tho Popue-t. of Hardin county
Davis. Another Negro, in M. have addressed AD open letter to Sec-
retary Carlisle, instruellog him eti
the financial :picador.Lipstine's Yard in This
City, in 1575,
Was Arrested a d Locked up Friday
ight by Chief Fritz slid
Officer La3ne.
It is seldnin that • murderer is ever
caught after having gone unwhipped
of justice for twenty long years, bu
this happened In this city Friday.
In 11575 EI Wooldridge and Ed
Dods, both negroee, met in the yard
at the resideuese of the late M. Lip.
Clue, on Seventh street, and ergaged
in a ellffisuity, with the 'met Out
Wooldriteign killed Davis,
The reurelt rer euectC11Pil in making
bla escape before any I ftl 'et. arrived,
and all trace of hint was seem leen
and after several e, urte had passed
by, tbe indictment charging Wool-
dridge with murner was filed awty,
and the public forgot that such a
tragedy had ever occurred, nor would
it have ever again remembered it but
for the arrest Friday, which will
bring the efrtir heck clearly,alt hough
the details will not be remembered.
The indictment shows that there
were live wituessete—R tIlls Hit kine,
Dr Oscar Newlard, M. L'pstine. Ike
Hart and Mildred Phelps. Of Dime
live witnesses named In the indict-
ment, only two, Ike Hart, bud Mil-
dred Phelps, are alive. The ludic'-
merit is yellow will age and he ink
with which It was written bke been
dimmed by time.
Tbe arrest was made by
Chief Frits and ()fli-er Layne. Some
days ago they heard of Wooldridge,
heard that lie was coming this way.
He had hardly been In the city a day
when he was arrested for a Crime be
had supposed that every one except
himself had forgotten. Wheti the
efficers got on his trail in this city
they followed it, going to several
hoeses where he had tried to secure
a night's lodging, and fleetly they
found him in a house down near
where the old water tank used to
stand.
rrene.S WINTER Tree.
A row.. • nee. a ri.-11 rid nv.ii
1 . t,
It. pt tat. tarp.. It.....!ya
Its stew with groin 1,,kire‘.
Tel rieb wilt. lanety. 10 rotor 
(lb. abat a neat ta..ti
Thu auntie...In. 114•11lw all ILO
11141.in ieseerettou
Dot thee r.Ae. the tlie es h
• • 1 • (. • ' : •
Is very t1.1-. I • • • ! ),
It oust u.y e, • L •
A fitro3
An 01J Sio,lent si is 4 T1,-7 Cuttme LSO IL'
Mitill tin tere,tedly.
Profeesor vett fle hetente, the green .
Uernum :Orient of imperishable tune
not long twe'rc his etsith gavel ae inter
esting roriew of hie It:o work on the oe
ea.siou of. the cstebration of • "
tieth birtielay, in wi.clm, ante.e;
things, ho reveals Kona lestructive tea
tares of his habits uf study and the proc
ca by which he wou his ideas ee wet
as the time and mauler in whieh it wa,
his wont to comthit the latter to paper
"As it has frequently been my lot e
have to await in uncertaitity the arrive
of apprepriat thenehts and coueept ions
which then would Lreek Putldoily an'
unheralded upon ate, I have just veiny,
S01110 experience in the nianagement o
those oapricions ideas. Tine iney no
utility to other students of like phys
iological toturseminent
'The beet ideas have o'nen stolen to
lently Into the current if ley teeepet.
while the latter were wit
seeking them. I LLIOW Wit be what pro('
era of unconscious errelnetioe they wee
evolved. 1 only knew that they Wel'
there. Nor creel(' 1 at first "nlly esti
mate the imp rtence ef ituch tit:expect
out but welcome •hsitore.
'"fitese r iistroelucesel them
selves Who'll my bre..1 v. a: tilrcal aliii mcI
most never at my writ Mg table. 1
first to turn my eeoblert in n11 tli•
liens and envistn, it from evely si ie
and thereafter to cumega it to my iuvo!
untary thoughts withe,nt eve n prema
tartly attempt:lig et solvm_ it within my
self or committing in retie( twee t
writing. Long and patient preiniOnats
investigation was the tuiconilinonsil pie
requisite to ourcese.
"No matter how nreciat the necessit
for action, I tient always give nty I nit
its thee to relax freni fetigne er strni
and await the recurrence of a
both physical awl mental well
anelcontentuleet herrsicriting for pal,
deaden. My most valnalele bleas liar.
presented tneniselves in tee eterning ci
my awakening teen a re freehimi steep
but the favorite perinel for them ha
been while 1 was seeking relaxation le
roaming slowly over pit tures:Jut hill
or through wooded perks in the brigle
sunlight. The slightt:st Indulgeece Ii
aleoholic beverages sufficed to !Janisl




The street fakir was stationed on the
corner cf Eat and Mi.e.iou streets yes
terdey will, a nay:bine that an invoker
could epin around, awl "if it stem at
watch yen get the ,evat-it, sus if it
don't yer sore if n smoke." Such wa
the language cf the fakir.
A man wool 1y and watched thing -
for a few eliontee. Its sew rieverel
gars given t seri ennetern but Cie ho.
.
steel hien x ecter Sitp 1 re the wa!,
or the revel ver. flu earrie •I ii V._17 CIII
cane.




it r7 '1, ;: •
,;
t„i , • t, t...•
volve.r. Thee:mew: stritIel,
np and nee el, r 1.1.•ke 1 N%.3
thrown on tier table,. Th hielex wa
sent flying all mu Ulla It ti",•:ile ti rig).
over the itevelle r. The cread ivum 
r4,1
surprieeil to cheer any mere, :eel letup
the fakir haul recovered hie compeeurt
the etranger walla el (AY.
An officer from one of the chips near
hy had watched the whole proeeteli
ne,
and going after the stranger asked per'
mission to see lb., Calle. The Orange'
banded it to the cailer, who found it
weighed eight or nine petunia. It was a
powerful magnet.
"It was Dile of the eleVerOlit Caries of
dog cat dog that I ever Saw," said t
he
uavigator.--San French:co F.xamme C.
Revenues and Holler Skating.
The craze fur roller eked,* has 
again
broken out lit flie northern pinion (if
the city, anti in looking around for
OS 'held n rink so great Was the
(IC1111111(1 for ono that the DWI/Igen Se-
cured an altaellone el church en North
Front street, front the pulpit et 'which('
fed Finite ago Pin:list after seines',
agonise what was etnuted *the evil of
roller skating was printeised.—Philadol-
phia Call.
Or. Price's Grown Batting Powder
Werle's Fair 1•11•14 AV.4.I and Maass
Carroll Wilson, who is a candidate
for the Legislature to represent Jes-
samine county, announces that if
elected he will support Hon. James
B. McCreary the United Stases Senate
Warren county is contemplating
extensive road Improvements, and
the County Supervisor of Roads is in
Hardin county investigating the re
cent, txperimeets at road buildieg in
that county.
Esq W. P Black is a candidate to
the Legislature to represent Caldwell
county. H. is a farmer and a Demo-
crat, and has been Chaim to of the
Democratic County Committee dur-
ing the past year.
Jelin Hells who escaped from the
penitentiary at Fraukfort five year*
ago, was arrested yesterday at Pitts-
eurgh. He was employed at news-
paper artist, and his signature to car•
tootle led to his arrest.
L 0. Deatly, a Frankfort convict,
who was a prisoner at the Mt Sterling
jail when Thomas Blair was lynched,
has fureiehed Attorney A. T. Wood a
list of eleven names which Deatly al-
leges are those of some of Melee
neurde rers.
Frrm the repent of farmers around
OwingsvIlle ills estimated that fully
thre -iourthe of all the lambs in the
entire country fell victims to the in-
tense cold of the past month. The
insect can not be ctherwise than a big
felling eft iu the wool 'induct the
corning season and a cona queut high
price for sheep.
W. P. Lakes and James Burr have
bitoe arrested at McKee, Jackson
county, charged with conspiring to
murder John Jones and his wife one
night last week. All belong to good
families, and their arrest caused con-
siderable excitement in that locality.
They will have a hearing before
County Judge Lutmford to day.
The Democratic County Committee
of Linco'n county will meet at Stand -
ford to-day. It is proposed by some
of the leading Dsmoorats of the coun•
ty not to hold printery elections
to nominate for the Legislature, but
to hold a nieetiug of representative
I/neonate at some central point In
the county and allow them to trams
a cand date.
Have you ever noticed how your
spit' III seems to or. vs •peceial assist.
ant's in the Penne? Just the help




Sold ,to Have Found a Positive Care
for Asthme and Hay Fever.
Among the few really eminent bot-
*ewe if America, Prof. Ferrand, of
Vermont, easily stands in the front
rank, and a discovery that he has re-
cently made will do much to add to
tos fame.
After long research he has found a
happy combination of herbs and
leave,' that contain the peculiar
health-giving qualities of the famous
Adirondack regions, where diseases
of sir passegas are unknown.
Wherever tried this has given great
relief, aud 73 per cent. of the cases
reported a perfect cure of asthma,
'time of them seemingly hopeless
cases.
This Adirondack asthma cure is
now offered to the public generally
by the Dr. Howard Co., Box B. 58, of
Burliugton, Vt., who will mall a
large sized box for 50 cent.. They
donut, want pay from those whom
they do not cure, and will return the
money to any whom Adirondack
Asthma cure fails to benefit. The re-
markable offer should be accepted at
once by any of our readers who have
asthma or other respiratory diseases.
Many Chinese Killed.
Yokohetua, March II —Oa Thurs-
day last, the Jspaneve captured the
coast forts near Yingkow, the port
for New Chweng. Tee forte held out
after the capture of Yingkow. On
Saturday the first division of the
Japanese army attacked a force of
10 000 Chinese under Cieu. Sung at
Mien Chwaug Tai.
For four hours a fierce battle raged,
but the Chinese were defeated, after
losing 2,000 killed or wounded. The
J.petieee loss was only 93 killed or
wounded. Geu. N elzu, who succeed-
ed Field Marsha, Yamsgeti in the
commend of the first Japanese army,
has b-en promoted.
A Harrison Heirloom.
R mkport, lade March 11 —Mrs.
Jane Wallace, aged seventy-two, of
Dale, this county, has in her posses-
siou a badge or pin that Gen. William
Henry Hasrlson wore (linnets the
eetnpaign wheu he ran for President.
The pin represents the old log cabin)
in which he lived on the banks of the
emir) river. 1 is a perfect represeu
tenon of the old-farhiened log cabin,
with clatebeard roof with weight
pnlem, deer with old-style latch with
string banging on the outside, with
cider barrel under the window.
•••
A Damage Case.
Some time since Tom Cookery was
rut by Frank Smith, and as a result
C3oksey filed a suit for damages. The
case was tried in the Circuit Court,
and resulted in a verdict of one cent
and cost for the plaintiff. Both par-
ties live out North of town, and the
criutiell prosecution came up at
Crofton.
Improving.
Mr. B. A. I"Pool, who left here
several weeks ago to spend sometime
In New Mexico, writes to friends in
Trigg cuunty that his health has been
very much improved since his arrival
at Hants Fe. He expects to remain
there several weeks longer.
Rheumatism Cured is a Day.
'Mystic Cure" for rheumatism and
neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3
days. Its action upon the system is
remarkable and mysterious. It re-
moves at once the cause and the di-
'.ease Immediately disappears. The
first dose greatly benefits, 75 cents
14014 by R. C. Hardwick, doiloo-i,
Hopkinsville. Cskien A
ERA 4
 isir If you have Watch on Use
4 brain, don't forget us.
4 "Ike N. Fixit," JEWELER
e 4 HOTEL LATHAM SUILDIRC
riy 14.1Wie 317, Meek
IT CURES DISEASE.
The Medical Profession Endor-
ses Paine's Celery Com-
pound.
This is from the writer nf the prize thesis on Original Research, awar-
ded oy the Medico Chirurgical College in 1892, and published by the Amer-
ican Medical Press Company, of Pulladelphla:
Is torpidity of the liver debility and kidney disorder., Peine's celery
compound acts like a charm, restoring the general nervous system and thee.
organs to tteir normal activity very speedly. It is of inestimable value,
and possesses a wider range of action by far than any of It.. kindred reins-
des. Very truly yours,
Odessa, Del., Dec. 26, 1594. H. L. CLAYTON, M. D.
The Riding Mehool.
Ths bicycle riding school conduct-
ed by Messrs. Forbes & Bro. at
Mosyon's hall held its first meeting
Saturday afternoon. A number of
our leading society ladies, married
aud single, graced the occasion, and
took their first lesson on the wheel.
Four or five succeeded in mastering
ths wheel before the close of school
hours, much to their own surprise
and tire envy of !011ie of their strug-
gling slate!,. An occasional bump,
harder than usual, would bring down
the house with ths fair rider. No-
hedy was hurt and such fun they all
declared they hado't had in many a
day.
They unanimously 'decided that
wheeling was the poetry of motion.
Costumes began to be discussed;
some were for bloomers, some for
divided skirts, some for regular every
day styles &c. Second !mono to-tnor
row afternoon from 2 o'clock uutil ,6.
••••
Water Works.
Several canvassers have been °lit
in the city for several days trying to
find out who want water pipes put in
their house when the water works
shall have leen completed. These
gentlemen make quite a favorable re
port, saylog that a large majority of
the people will have their houses
piped. Many people Pay, when ap-
proached on the sui j .ct, that they
have good cisterns, (but they should
remember that cisterns give out, and
that when they do, it will cost more
to pipe their houses than than it does
at present.
An Addition.
Mr. A. A. Wiufree has made an ad•
ditiou to his already larre store at
Casky. In his addition he will han-
dle hardware, queensware, etc. This
Imes department will be separate
from his dry goode. He has recently
been appointed postmaster at Capky,
and he hale now placed the poste Mee
in the dry goods depaetment so that
ladies can come for their mail with-
out having to tenth through a crowd
of men. He wants the best class of
trade and I, now doing the very thing
to accomplish that end.
IN FAV0.1 OF HORSE MLt.T.
Veterinarians Sly They I:now of No OW
jertion it. It,
"Shall wt' eat horse?" is a qn, stir)!
which • Philadelphia riewspitien
been putting to heeling vercrimairms
While none of them answer& el squerel:
in the affirmative, there was steitera
concurretwe iu the oDilii011 that lire
meat matter rather lewd tamer at :
pinch. Francis; Bridge said. •'T.,
is as nutritious and in (laver ns
that of the bovine, end I sit' ijj
reason to iutereliet its It a 7
f0011. " W. L. Zell! •Ise •
would eat it in in '1' to 1 ,
is "more juicy midi I f r 1'..
ox fieeh," be said. I; J J
who bail emu eaten a river tem. I
found it iuferior itt flier nee leo
beet
E. M. r theneht that 1-, -
flesh was hut 'Diemen-di to "lie ,
health," and he p tintett r at the•
ther actin:true.'
china was fume' it, the , I.,
inception he mg Rioted that rare cases e
tuberculosis had b ten recorded .1
W. liedelen belieAtel that the fit' e
young leirste preperly cooked v
for man, and he thehight that Ii I
got much cheate'r "there woulel tee
great tenter itien to try it " Suniuc I Ci
Weber said: "Tie, flesh ef the heir,j
Pet .11111 to remain tender with age :.0
has a more pungent saver teen thin ee
other uninials. From tie - 7
titm;ities it may readily be I.> I.
should be more digestible+ than othel
meat, whieli often comes reee
which, are prematurely am well as ex.!
cessively fattentel. lit Europe, is' hen
raw meat is prescrilsel hy physicians, it
is general') that of the horse. The A
claim it is more healthy for thou uit
dergoing severe muscular exercise and
liluloi rel'e.uxauntrdittriousG hat:: Bothuen;t:aal;a1rnahhaitg
In the following experience: "In two
instances, when I ate horseflesh, I fennel
the meat very tender and rather pleas-
ant to the taste. At the time I coutd
not shake off the thought, 'What if this
horse had incipient glanders?' for route
of that meat was very rare." Several
years ago Dr. Huidekoper of Philadel-
phia invited POMO members of the Phii-
adelphia club and of the City troop to!,
dinner, at the conclusion of which be
announced to his guests, who wen, retuth
pleased with the repast, that they had
dined off the carcass of his old white
horse Fedora
Acting through the blood, HoodIs
eparilla not only cures merciful',
▪ oe rheum, Pte., but gives health and
✓ stir to the whole body.
CHARLIE IS LOST.
And Ins Ther Aunt Mopes roe the Re-
tit-n of tb• Wanderer.
Charlie's annt carno into police bead
quarters the other day au(' wanted the
department to go out aud bent for ('bar'
ho, whese last name is O'Brien. Miss-
ing childreu ore reported every hour of
the, day at headquarters, aud they diet
tot see anything unusual in Charlie's
climappearanou until the facts came out
They turned Charlie's aunt, who lives
et 12 tibeldou street, over to Deteettv,
tiWIWL
, The rletretive, with tine regard for
tbe serrsw at the thouttlit of the lost
Charlie, prepand to ask a number re
questiorm. Tears ahneet welled up in
his (les as he pictured the little lost
one wandering belplesely about in tire
streets of a groat city.
: "What time yesinnlay did you mist-
him?" Ile needy inquired.
"eery, it wasn't yesterday at all 1
'missed hint," said Charlie's aunt
"Hew long ago Was it?" softly maker
the detective.
"Three years ago come laid Monday.'
Was the answer.
Mr. Swan fell back in his chair wird
I dull thud. "Three years, did yor
*ay?" and he looked out of the window
So be could haven laugh all by himself
:"Have you a picrurc of him?" sakes
,Mr. Swan, and the caller produced :
tintype of a deem, looking little chap.
"That was taken some years ago,'
'said Charlie's aunt. "Ile was 6 year.
;old then."
"And how old was be when he eke*
peered?" asked Mr. Swan.
"Do was over 17," was the answer
Mr. Swan gasped again. "And that
he's about 21 now," be remarked. "Ane
then he's been miming three years, and
you don't know where be is, and we've
got the picture of a boy 6 years old to
find him with. That picture looks about
as much like Charlie as I do. The best
thing you can do if you want to find
('harlie is to advertise. "—Providence.
Journal.
NOTIFIED BY A BELL RINGER.
How Western Village. Were Attracted I.
a Travelling Show.
"A theatrical man has varied experi
encea, and some funny incidents are coa
tinually comiug before him," said
showman to n reporter. "The one nigh
etands are prolific of c‘pisceles tied pro
fatuity, especially the latter, but thee
also :Merl a good bit of amusement aft
er the annoyauce is over. They are no.
quite so awful now as they used to be
A few years ago a oompany I was pilot
ittg through the west came upon a real
er unpromising town, but fateti willei
that we should give one appearance.
The ball we hired was a crude affair
and PO were dip accessoriee There wa
DO tiOX office', 110 reserved seats, and :
had to stand at the door and collect the
admission money. At 7:30 nut a sou,
had appeared. At 7:45 a great big chai
came stalking id and asked me if I
welded a ringer. 'What's a ringer?' I
asked. 'A man to ring the belL You'll
never get folks up here to see this show
till you hire 'somebody to go downtown
and pull the town ball belt They are
used to it and won't come without' I
took the ring( r at his word, gave him
half a dollar, and be departed
Soon the deep clanging of a bell smote
upon the air, and in less than no time
the townpeople came pouring iu, enough
of them to make a fair audience. In
spite of the fact that our attraction had
been set forth on the billboards and in
the local papers, if that bell hadn't been
pulled we would have played to vacant
benches. "— W ebb ingt on Poets
Fought hhj et tie Trap.
Some years slime, while bunting in
northern Michigan, I tried, with the aid
of a professional dapper, to entrap a
fox who made nightly visits to a spat
where the entrails of a utter had hen
thrown. Although we tried every expe-
dient that suggested itself to us, we
were unsuccessful, and, what seemed
very singular, we always found the trap
Flirting. My companion insisted that the
animal dug beneath it, and putting his
IlatV beneath the jaw pushed down the
pan with safety to himself, but though
the appear:ince seemed to confirm it I
could badly credit his explanation. An-
other year, in another locality of the
POMO region, an old and experienced
trapper matured WO of its correctness and
Feld irs coufirtuation that be had several
times caught them, after they had made
two or three enocessful agent* to
spring the trap, by the simple expedient
of setting it upside down, when, of
course, the act of uudermining and
touching the pan would bring the paw
within the grasp of the jaws.—Mr. Ore
bore of lIcetou in Nature.
THE MODERN INVALID
Has tastes medically, 113 keeping with
other luxuries. A remedy must be
pleasantly acceptible ID form, purely
wholesome in composition, truely
beneficial in effect and entirely free
from every objectionable quality. If
really :II he consults :a physician; if
constipated he uses the gentle family
Laxative Syrup of Figs.
Or. Price's Csee n Raking Powdell
Wolters Fair nemesia owaea.
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At the Age of 106 Years.
Dentarkah'e Record of .•luele" Jimmy
Culver, a Resident of Indiana.
eyectal to the New Enli.
Lswrencburg, led., March 11.-4
remarkable old mars resides near
Spencer, lod. He is known to every
one as "Uncle Jimmy Culver," aid
was born near Baltimore, Md. Match
4. 1789, and he now 106 yeare of age,
but does not look to be • centenarian.
When 10 years of age his pimento
moved to Kentucky, where "Uncle
Jimmy" spent the early years of his
robust manhood, removing to In-
diana in 1e42. He Las always been
an industrioue, hard•workixig man,
laboring daily for his livelihood; ties
been married four times, and became
the father of 14 children by his res-
pective unions, three eons and eleven
augbters . but, singularly as it mew
appear, alt of his deceased children,
as well as grandchildren, have died
of consumption. Yot th• old man to
hearty, and from indication may out-
it•• all his descendants. His young-
est child is a son, se ha resides at
Martinsville, Ind., and is but 22
years of age. The old man lives
with his only surviving daughter
Mrs. John Rice, who is past 70 years
of age. When the old man was nine-
ty-nine years of age he made a con-
tract to clear four acres of ground
that was riovered with brush and
timber, and completed the job on his
one hundredth birthday.
White Caps.
We regret very much to see that
Hopkins county has within its
borders men who are so cowardly as
to engage in white-capping. The
Madisonville Hustler gives the fol-
lowing In regard to the whipping of
an inoffensive citizen otthat (fount),
by a gang of cowards:
"Male nine or ten men called at
the home 0:0. M. Sisk, who live*
near Beulah, on the night in ques-
tion and ordered him to put ..on his
breeches; after doing PO, he Wait con-
ducted about twenty yards led made
to hug a tree, in which condition
they administered twenty-five lashes
upon his all but bare back.
"The affair being reported by him te
his friends, some fifty or sixty of the
best people in that country took it up
and are making an active effart to
bring the perpetrators to juslioe. It
Is said that several of they are known
and that arreata will soon follow.
"The victim of the outrage is sad
to be a good, industrious cit.sen and
the only reason giveu for the "regu-
lating" given him is that it was
Olaimed be had whipped one of hls
children too hard."
This Should Be The Law.
This law is found on the statute
books of New York, section len of
tbe Penal Code:
"Any person who willfully states,
delivers or transmits by any means
whatever to any manager, editor,
publisher, reporter or other employ•
of a publisher of a nowapaper, masa-
sine, publication, periodical or serial,
any statement concerning any per-
ion or corporellon, which, if pub-
lished therein, would be a libel, is
guilty of a miedemeauer.
It should be on the statute books of
Kentucky. Will not the press of the
State, the honest self-respecting ref*
of Kentucky, ask of the next Logie-
1st tire the passage of such a law
Put this at the head of your col-
umns, and ask your representative to
make it his special duty to pas such
a law.
Died Saturday.
Mrs. Hattie Laffoon, wife of Hon.
Polk Lagoon, of Madisonville, died
at her home in that town laid Satur-
day. Mrs. Laffoon had been confined
to her room for about six months so a
remelt of a stroke of paralysis, and for -
months her death had been daily ex-
pected by those who knew her con-
dition.
On account of her condition cite
was not informed of the death of her
oldest son, Guy, who:wae killed while
coupling cars at Empire several
weeks ago. On numerous occasions
she would beg that her son be sent
for. Of course some excuse had to be
made each time. MrSLaffeon is en-
titled to and nas the sympathy of all
who know him. This is the third
death that has recently occurred in
his family,
His Flea.
We understand that Bid. Wool-
dridge, the ncgro arrested a few
nights ago for the murder of Ed Da-
vie, committed twenty years ago,
will enter a plea of self defense. He
at first denied his identity, but saw
that that would not work. His fa-
ther is here now. The grand jury
has brought in a new indictment
against him. The only witnesees
against him are Ike Hart and a ne-
gro woman named Mildred Phelps,
who has been in the asylum twice,
and who at present lives in St. Louie.
are • 
Prospects for VI heat.
The Madieonville Hustler says:
"There has perhaps never before at
thie time of the year been a better
prospect for wheat than at prevent.
While the wiutef•thas been an x-
tremely cold one, yet the snow has
acted as a protector to the plant. The
fields are already looking green at d
promising and un'ess something un-
foreseen occurs wheat will be exceed-
ingly fine."
A Good Piece ofWork.
The Blumenetiel Carnage Company —
has just corn meted a nirveable pho-
tograph gallery for Mr. Joe Lindsay.
The concern is on wheels, and will
be drawn by two horses. Mr. Lind'
say intends to travel through the
ceuutry and take tectures, and art-ice
in Atlanta, Oa. in time for the retie.
anion next fall, where he hopes to
make lots of money. is will have
his gallery out to-morrow.
A Stag Party.
Mr James Redford on yesterday
invited a number of his friends to
come out to his farm anti take dinner
witb him. Au excellent dinner was
spread, and it was heartily et joyed
by all. The guests returned last
Little Mr. Radford Is living there
alone at present, his mother and two
charmiug sisters having gone to
Nashville to spend the winter.
I HE MODERN WAY
Commends itself to the well-Infer-
med, to do pleasantly and effectually
What was formdriy done in the
crudest manner and disegreeahly es
well. To oleanse the system and break
up colds, headache and fevers
without unpleasant after effects, use
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IMMIGRATION DECREASING.
A statement prepared by 
the im-
migration Bureau at Wash
ington
ehows that immigration is 
steadily
decreasing. the total number arr
iving
at the ports of these United
 States
during the seven months euded 
Feb-
ruary let , 1895, was 113,375 as 
against
169 531 for the seven months
 ended
February 1, 1894,a decrease o178,2
0'7 or
4.) per cent. The arrivals at 
the port
of New York for the seven 
months
ending June 30, 1893, to Februa
ry 1,
1e94, 130,863; Jun* 30, 1894, to 
Febru-
ary 1, 18)5, 7V,373, • decrease of 51,
480
or 39 per cent as compared with
 last
year, when the number arriving w
as
very much lees than any year sin
ce
1SSO. A great decrease in immigr
a-
tion is observed from Belgium, 
Den-
mark, France, Germany, Nor
way,
Finland, Sweden and Switzer
land,
compared with the same period 
of
fiscal !rears 1694 and 1e95.
From Italy for the seven month
s of
fiscal sear 1594 95 immigration 
was
as follows: June 30, 1393, to Janua
ry
31; 1894, 17,C99.
From June 30, 1894 to January 1,
1o95, 11.131, a decrease of 5.968, or 34
per cent.
The decrease, it is hoped, will be-
come More marked as the rates and
regulations recently established in
Italy, at the instance of the jmmigra-
tion officials, become felt.
Immigration from Russia son Aus-
tria-Hungary, notwithstanding the
decreased immigration from other
countries for the same period, shows
an iueresee for the mouths of Decem•
leer axed January, 1894 and 1896. 
Aus-
tria-Hungary, 3,744; Russia, 4,458,
total, 7,212. All other countriee,
saine period, 9,632, total, .16,8
44,
which shows that 42 per cent of the
total amount for this period are from
these countries.
Tim recent arrivals are chiefly of
the most undesirable classes, and are
In destitute circumetancee, entailing
great labor upon immigration Ofi-
cial* and expense to steamship lines
while undergoing inspection and
transportation of those debarred. As
mei*, as lee cf 338 steerage passen-
gers from one ship have been detain-
ed for special examination, and as
many as 227 have 'oeen deported in a
single month.
Outgoing atetrage passengers ex-
ceed the Lumber Of immigrants ar-
riving.
The actual number of outgoing alien
steerage passengers who came here
as imungrente cannot be accurately
ascertained, but from data furnished
by steamship companies it is found
that from November 1 to December
8, 1e95, 2.5,544 steerage passengers left,
while by bureau statistics only 12,886
immigrants arrived in the month cf
November the same year.
GRIEVOUSLY OPPRESSED.
The news from Madrid, Spain, that
a bell to give Cuba some measure of
home rule has been introduced in
the Spanish Cortez, and is likely to
pees. This is an acknowledgemeet
that the situation in the colony re•
quires something more than military
repression. The Cubans have been
far more patient under exceedingly
oppressive taxation than the Ameri-
cana were in the colonial period. A
drain to Spain of over $20,000,000 a
year bas exhausted„Cubs, and the
policy of shooting and imprisoning
thel native lutiabltants *III not Wesel]
their Meet/Went nnt Immo Shelf
ottleisofily. Pirlthel *ill a there
Iftettele helife Wei Calia,has
HS, fatiftheasitilaa tis Ilia 11 1000olt
is #11110141 mot No 1011Fooaii5s
aellitits NOW ilia Will If INN NNW
tiinli tr ietribpa liti4 144314110 tofme
TIMI Pate Of IllOalltelly be. horns
very grievously upon Cubans. They
have endured exceediugly bad goy-
erocueut and obnoxious interferenue
with trade. The ruler. sent out from
tepain are sent for themselves and
their masters, nut for the people they
goveru. If a revolt gets a strong
headway it should be hard to sup-
press. There are a few harbors fer
tee landing of troops and abundant
means for the desultory warfare of
Irregular native forces. The Spanish
arruy on the island, however, is large,
and it is much to be feared that the
present revolt will eventually be put
noven by Spain. It is a great outrage
that the Cubans are so much oppress-
ed by a foreign country, and mon-
archical control of ,a country so near
the free and enlightened Republic of
the United States should not be al-
lowed.
Spain receives from the Island a
revenue of about $25,000,000 a year,
and keeps at band 40,000 Spanish
soldiers to preserve its authority. No
native Cuban is allowed to hold an
Ellice:of any importance. 'the news
papers are under etnet censorship,
and Government spies everywhere,
keep a watch for conspirsey. Ha
veneni former appearance of general
wealth and gayety has departed
Iluudredis of Cubans are under arrest
fer political reasons.
THE ION ETARY CONFERENCE.
There is a very favorable outlook
now for an international monetary
conference. It seems like the Irony
of fate that Germany, the first coon-
try to demonetize silver, should now
be taking practically the initiative,
through tbe voice of the Reichstag,
In suggesting a bi metallic confer-
ence. The voice of the Reichstag, as
the voice of the representative body
Of the German people, should be
heeded, although much depends upoli
the Chancellor. Austria has J Oiled
1,1111 the thumb Holehstag In et-
preaelng • elllit1010.11 let i cOnfet.-
IMO% aillf the ohnnotintotheit Matinee',
Wiene In the eanlinflialel
to 010 NI Ylefilia 1101 Ainitio will loin
ile ell 11410/04111thill 11411110111/1 Vino
toteutic Atiellie is aluo
hy the Napoleons of Hoene* almost
as badly ad the Culled States, and it
ought to be willing to take steps to-
wards bettering the bad condition of
having to pay interest to foreign ban-
ker. on its own currency. There is a
much stronger feeling abroad now in
favor of bi-metalitim than there was
two years ago, and even In England
here is a growing sentiment In its
favor.
Congress has done right In making
provision for representing this
Wintry in any International won.-
eaty emsference that may be called.
irn le 1141tioll of Cougfeee was of em
irs.,
I .
a response to the recent vote Otte. com
e tax was constitutional. Tbe
German Reichstag. It reflects*de- hig
hest tribunal In title country is
sire of a majority of the American I e
xceedingly careful of reversing its
people for a just and sensible ereftle- ! ex r
eseed videleme, and' it will take
relent of the silver coetitIon 6* an ! eer
y atee mid subtle arguments to
agreement among important com- mak
e the court decide that a former
mercial nations. Gold mononietal tem ' j
udgment was erroneoue.
Is no more desirable than silver men-
oruetaliem, aud vice venal, but neith-
er class represents the great mews of
the people who desire a plenty of
sctunirierenny, internationally cur-
rent, mud who feel the great inipar-
tance of peolviding in some NYRX for
the use of both metals. Great dam-
gene attend the exclusive use of either
metal. The question should be dealt
with by international agreement, and
so dealt with as seedily as peseible.
A RETURN TO ECONOMICAL GOV-
ERNMENT.
Members of the House Committee
on Appropriations are retaking com-
parisons of the Congress, which ex-
pired on the 4:h of this montn, and
former Congresses. Chairmen Styrene,
who did such good work in Keeping
the appropriations down to the lowest
point possible, has prepared a state
ment ir which he gives the total 
ap-
propriations of the last three Con-
gresses as follows: Fit ty• fine, $1,-
001,680,109; Fifty seemed, $1,027,104,
527; Infty-tbird, $990,338.691. .
Mr. Sayers says: "The appropri-
ations, made by the Fifty-third con-
gress, including permanent apPropr
i•
talons show a reduction of $36,675,856
under the appropriations iniedohy the
Fifty-second Congress and $45 341,4IS
under those wade by the Fifty-first
Congress. Tne bills as they became
laws appropriated $16,434,080 less
than •the estimate, $8,030,901 more
than as they passed the House."
Mr. Sayers, making a coniparteon
with last year, shows therene a net
increase of $5,377,3e0., The principal
increases are Navy, 14,388,950; Post-
°Meet.. $2,309, 398; Sundry civil billet,
$12,884,584; on account of permanent
appropriations, $11,999,276. The prin-
cipal decreases are Indian bills, $1,-
865,617; pensions, $14,00,000; rivers
and harbors, $11,643,180; deficiencies,
$2,072,X4.
Discussing the appropriations, he
says:
"Notwithstanding the considerable
reduction in the total appropriations
with the last session, under those of
both preceding Congresses, it will
be noticed that appropriations, for de-
ticienciee are lees than last Session, a
result which 18 to the credit of the
present Administration. Wasteful
ond extravagant methods in adnuie-
istration have heretofore made large
deficiencies in minuet appropeiat knee
to be provided by Congress. The
sum charged - under permanent ap-
propriations includes $3,771 51.6 to pay
interest on the public debt,inoluding
Pacific rallroede, and $40,:e59 to meet
the requirements of the sinking
fund.
"The present Congress has author-
zed no contracts for river and harbor
works, though it has had to- provile
nearly $20,000,000 to meet contracts
authorized by the Fifty-first and
Fifty-second Congreeees.
"Considering the country since the
close of the Fifty-first Congress four
years ago, and the enormous obliga-
tions entailed by the legislation of
that body, tlie reduction of .expendi-
tures made by this Congress will
meet the expectations °tone peop
le
aed will elicit their cordial approval.
To have checked the biennial billion-
dollar appropriations of the Fifty-
first Congress is an achievement in
itself; but to have reduced the appro-
priations of the Congress below the
the billion mark is a triumph vast in
Its proportions, and significant of a
return to economical and honest gov-
ernment."
REVENUE RECEIPTS.
The Wilson tariff measure has been
pitched into by some of the Republi-
can politicians because it Is not yield-
iog revenue equal to the expendi-
tures of the Federal Government, ig-
noring the fact thit it has been clear-
ly shown that this is only a tempo-
rary condition, _and .that in time it
will yield abundant revenue, Red
that it would be yielding enough now
but for the panic brought on by the
extravagant and corrupt legislation
enacted by the I0publicens during
Harrison's administratioo.
Commenting upon this assault upon
our present tariff law, the Leuleville
Uourier-Journal makes the following
timely and pointed remirks: "Bet
little attention has been paid to the
feet that it *se abloolUtelt brewery
la weal sr modify the titekittiry
loW, Wines It V/114 Bin poltiltia
11111151 Mt! 111101eat'e Ad
litil t, HO lino
Woe why wee tlieentitiOmilititioloi-
si0 Wlii Wee 4 It14+1 VW Poirot/
MI lb. frellenfl 004 404 is pay
utirreac ',petters 1 W If Were bond.
to the antouut of $ett,000,000 owilltmed
after they were due? Obviously, be
cause expenditures exceeded the or-
dinary revenue receipts.
"A comparison of receipts of the
last fiscal year with those of the pre-
sent year Is instructive „in thin con-
nection. The McKinley law was in
force during the whole of the -cal
year which ended June 30, 1594, and
till August 28 in the present fiscal
year. Up to March 1, 1693, enabrac•
ing eight months of the present fiscal
year, the revenue has been twelve
and one-half millions greeter than it
was in the last fiscal year under the
McKinley Bill. It I. true that July
and August of this fiscal year were
also under the McKinley Bill, but
the collections from curitonis during
those months were less than in the
preceeding year. The collections of
customs have been larger in every
month since August than in the cor-
responding month of the pt.( ceding
year. In December, I894, they were
greater than in December, 193 by
Iwo millions in round numbers. In
January 1895, there was an increase
of six millioneas (tempered with Jan-
uary, 1894. In February the increase
was about three mill tone. There was
some falling ott in the Internal reve-
nue for these three mouths, tut tin-
total revenue increased in December,
January and February, es compared
with the preceding year, by about
seven millions of dollars. This shows
that the present tariff bill in yielding
more revenue than did the McKinley
bill under similar circumstances."
AN IMPORTANT CASE.
An interesting trial tie being held
in Washington in regard to the con-
stitutionality of the income tax. The
ease is before the Supreme Court of
the United States, and is being ar-
gued by some of the most prominent
lawyers In this country. Upon its
nutoettis depends witty things. Pot
ifillanell, If the Nettie entirt should
slashireIhai Bile Iii is ithi nohutlltli
llonel, II would bring &Mt a 'alone
tentiellon lit ofttioolon Yotliftel 114Y
ertitrient reV01114re 4tid ' Might Pititre
Proficient VieVelelit1 In mitiVetie
)111111410111144 Vueltas, his cilia sea
-
sloe.
Hon. John O. C11,1 111111, Secretary of
the Treasury Department, in comput•
log the revenues for the coming year,
has laid great stress upon the ability
of the income tax to carry on the
Government, and if this source of
revenue were taken away the United
States Treasury would undoubtedly
be confronted with a serious situa-
tion. The leading lawyers in the case
far the Olverowigat say they do not
believe that tIttellti prem. Court will
reverse its famoue dominion rendered
during the Civil War that the In-
WILL NOT COMBINE
WIT:1 puff LI STS.
Since the tomtit of the last fall elec-
tions deprived the Demecrats of a
nesjortly In ;he U;lited Scenes Senate,
it has been a matter t f speculation
whether or not the It •publicans and
the Poniulists %mild e. whine to oust
the D-mocretie organ •z onion, Sena-
tor. Pfeffer eine recently th it the
Populiete would [lot cunibine neither
with the lien ubliesne nor with the
Dentocrane but that they sae uld be
willing to make a centere mise wi
th
the silver men of Loth of these m-
iles' for a thoreugh reorgarezetion o
f
the Caned State S-uste, but th
at
they wished to that Indy organi
z-
ed on a sliver basis, a largo itisj 
wity
cf the Senate egreeiug on that ques-
tion.
Without a combination on organl
z it 1011 the It 'publicans, though 
hav-
ing more meMbers of the Senate th
an
'AVIS the Dsmocrate, would be co
n-
pelted to leave the nominal control
of that bode se it now is. There h
as
been a great deal of epeculatiou as
 to
whether they would Le willing 
to
combine • with the Poputiene A
c
answer to that euteation appears 
to
be given in a resolution which
 was
adopted jest 'einem the Fifty-thi
rd
Congress expired.
Tue resolution provided that 
the
committees of the Senate lad 
now
corisetuted ehall be continued du
r-
ing the recee of Congress. 
This
resolution was offered by Mr. Go
r-
man and was adopted. It now 
de-
velops that the resolution was the r
e-
sult of an agreement betw, eu 
the
Republican mid Democratic ste
ering
committee and was obelowely
 in-
tended to prevent just mice a 
reor-
wenlzetion of committees as 
Mr.
Pfeffer has had inecenteni
plation.
Ordinarily the committees 
expire
with the expiration of Congress
 awl
are reorganizA at the opening 
of the
new Coegrese. Title resoluti
on ex-
tends the old orgenizetiene arid 
it
will require a tun j ority of the Senate
to reconstruct them. In agreeing to
this extension of the counnitteee the
ftspublicane Indicated an indisposi-
tion to permit a ,Populist organizt
tion, and it is inferred that they will
ureter to permit the Democratic or-
ganization to etarni uutil such time as
there may be a R-publican mennity
ancelhey can take control of the Sen-
ate without forming any entangling
AN INTERESTING REPORT.
The report of the Massachusetts
Board to investigate the subject of
the unemployed has been submitted
to the Legtelature. In thirteen of the
cities and towns whom population
exceeds 5,000, special citizens' relief
committees were organized. Worces-
ter, Newburyport, Adarus ,Chickopee
L.-orninteer, Northampton and Wake-
field gave gratuitous relief; Boston
gave work anly, arid Cambridge,
Cr:elites, Lynn, Waltham and Wak-
field gave relief both gratuitously and
in the form of work. The whole
amount raised he the thirteen com-
mittees was $147,1.00, of which two;
thirds was in Boston, and one half of
the remainder in Lynn. Several
municipal governments spent large
sums to give employment to emer-
gency men, and untold quantities of
to, fuel and clothing were sent to
some of the committees. By the
twelve committees outside of Boston
relief Was given to about 3,300 fami-
lies; in Boston it was given to 6,000
men and 3,55U women, and to about
7,500 families. 1 A eleven cities char-
ity organizations were in operation.
The G:and Army Posts of the State
relieved 2,543 families during 1894.
The cities and townie, through the
Overseere• of the Poor, during the
of 1803-94 aided 67,721 persons at a
coot of $700,452; the State Board of
Lunacy and (tharity, 29,200 persons,
at a cost of $112.568.
_
LABOR IIULLE'TINS.
The issuance of a bi-monthly bul-
letin of the Department of Labor will
be commenced at the beginning of
the next fi•cal year. The publication
Is authorizsd by an act presed last
month, and each Issue will embrace
about 100 retave ',ages. The bulle
tele will he lee' rioted to eurtent (sets
ne in the entelltletie tit labor IN this
OM Miter Not to 0.14 htifills1101111Ifils
HI slily 'MI Whips lotto 41141tilli the
sti eatioilistani alai Hikes
s4allor
the 111114014,11Ifiell sotinn esillnne le IN
lior Mills the Wells already
Noluluil by loll, Iowan teloVellittleNtel
Celinshil, Jdssis, Frotioe owl Now
ZialaLtl, all of which are now pub-
lishing natter grislier.
The rffielale of the Milan Exposi-
tion leave awarded a diploma of honor
to Colonel Carrot D. Wright, the
Commissioner of Labor, for his ludas
trial researches.
It is believed that G 'many wil
issue the call for an international
monetary coeferene, and that the
conference will be held during the
coming summer or fall. Where it
will be held will depend upon tbe
time of the call, as will also the basis
upon the question of ratio or the ex-
rent cf which silver may be used Is
discussed. Oa this latter point it is
understood that the advocates of the
free Coin Age of silver and gold on the
commission will urge that the rate,
when he fixed at 16 le 1, and that
they will not swerve from this. Ac
now appeare they will constitute a
rusier.ty of the C0111I018810II from
this country, as five of the six chosen
by Congress hold views favorable to
independent free coinage. The dele
gallon will not be .complete until
Preeedent Cleveland shell select the
other three metebere of it, whose ap-
pointment is left to him. If these
three should be oppored to free coin-
age under the exlecing conditions in
these United States the commission
would stand five to four for free coin-
age.
Mr. Richard fliarding Davie, who
started from the eastern coast of
Hondurac about the middle of Janu-
ary to ride across Central America,
has arrived at Tegucigalpa, the capi-
tal of Honduras, from which place
he will continue On to the capital of
Ntearegua, end from there to Coriuto
on the Poe fib side. From that point
he takes a inflamer south to Caracas
Ili South Alilerirli, crossing the lath -
minus of Panama on his way. The
ride to Tegucigalpa Was Made On
hillleOntek 10'er Ills 111111111111111111$
lasted elitsietti days ithe Peewit' half
of the Itii in It onion will ttaiiire
goal Wu dere more, Mt, Heel" Is
Hoary leittneft
set Mid Wiled LI, Of innittl, NMI WM
purpose is to desoritie the plItelei Vielt,
ed by these gentlemen end Iiithrelf In
a series of articles which will appear
its Harman, Monthly and Harper'.
Weekly as soon as possible after his
return to New York.
The attack of the strikers at New
Orleans upon:the negroes was exceed-
ingly lawless and brutal. It was done
because the negroes took their places,
which they had every right to do, and
was nothing but the mob spirit that
°suited them to kill several of these
nommen,. Mob law and Justice can
opt live In the same community, both
eau't rule. If mob law rules jug-
Lice disappears, arid if justice and law
 Torturing Disfiguring
are to present mob law must be
crushed. The Mas or of New 0:leann
seems to have been recreant to 
his
duty in failing to no ike a proper 
ef-
fort to (yell the mob and arrest t
he
rioters. W'hen the G etternor of 
the
State heard of the wanton and 
bloody
slaughter resulting from the atta
ck
of the mob upeu the negroes 
he very
properly ordered out the State 
troops
and established peace and
 order
again.
The Slate of Indiana has goo
d rea-
son to be ashamed of the 
disorderly,
turbulent, riotous and d
isgraceful
scenes that marked the closing 
hours
of her Legislature, which res
ulted in
the wounding seriously, if not 
fatally,




dicate that each political par
ty was
trying to cloak) an undue adv
antage
over ttie other, and in this que
stiona-
ble sort of game, very bad bl
ood was
engendered, and one of the 
most
shameful peewee ever witnessed 
in RD
American legislative hall fo
llowed.
It was not only a disgrace t
o those
participating in it, but it was 
also a
disgrace to all the people of 
the
Hoosier State.
The Michigan Democrats adopte
d a
platform with but one plank at 
their
recent State Convention, and 
that is
in favor of the unlimited c
oinage et




We r ffer One Hundred Dollars R
e-
ward for any case of Catarr
h tuat
cannot be cured by Hall's 
Catarrh
Cures
F. J. CHENEY & CO , Props
, To-
ledo, 0.
We the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the las 15 years,
 and
believe hint perfectly honorable 
in
all business transactions and f
iusu-
eially able to carry out any ob
liga-
tion made by their firm.
West & Traux, Wholesale Dru
g-
gist., Toledo, 0.
Welding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Whclenale Druggists, Toledo, Oh
io.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken int
er-
nally, acting directly upon the b
lood
and mucous surfaces of the sys
tem.
Price 75m per battle. Sold by 
all
druggist.. Testimonials free. 
1
Christian Endeavor.
To the Christian Endeavor 
Socie-
ties of the Leann Colon:
"Whatever ye shall ask in prayer
,
believing, ye shall receive."
Mat. 21, 22.
At each meeting of:your soci
ety
please have special prayer for 
the
State Convention which m
ets In
Louisville, May 24,h, 25th and 26
th
Every E ideavorer has a part in 
the
convention and in public and pr
ivate
prayer, let them ask that the Ho
ly
:Spirit may come, with ,great p
ower
into the hearts of all present. T
hese
many prayers will be a sweet Incen
se
to God, aud in return he will le
nd a
sweet blessing. I hope every so
ciety
will send a large delegation and 
each
one will return with a desire to 
lead
a more earnest, christian life.
HORACE CON DY,
President Local Union.
The time is rapidly approa
ching
for our Sixth Annual State Cor
sven-
lion which will be held in Louis
ville
in May. It should not only 
be
deemed a privilege, but a duty
 for
all Christian E ideavorers who c
an at
tend these Annual Conventions.
 No
city in the State has a liner 
reputa-
tion for zeal in Endeavor work 
than
has Hopkinsville, and we hope 
that
she will still retain her good na
me in
this respect and send a large deieg
a-
tien. Letters have, been „received
from the State Secretary, telling 
of
the ektenteve preparations being
made to entertain the conventio
n
they hope to make it 'the best in t
he
history of the State.
A party of Endeavorere from
Church Hill came over to visit the
First Presbyterian society on lest
Sunday evening This was due to a
mistake. The society had invited
the liodeavorere of Church Hill,
Crofton, Fredonia, Alleneville, Tren-
ton and Princeton to an ideal C. 
E.
prayer-meeting which they expect
ed
to have the second Sunday M. Fe
b-
ruary. For various reasons the meet-
Mg was postponed to the second Sun-
day in March, which was last Su
n-
day. It was then again postpone
d,
but by mistake these Kndea•o
rers
failed to receive notice of the change.
Al.h ,ugh this caused some tr
ouble
and dleappoltittnetit to all concerned,
yet the [nowhere of the [owlet, Wets
[Bad of the thietehl. The 5e1411Ors
"Wilfrid HON hallooed? efli P
hil
eel tiieifi Ali 11 1141611111 1011101i
411 can
itt III the omisosiiiiii itt WA tiFeVaiii
thviii Irtmi wiring their Modish
Tao I heal A4mitlitig will he held sin
Meter moodily, The sioulety le ins-
wing to have the viriturs owns l
bw
(ley before so as to give them the
tooled' of the Easter Surma' meet-
ing. Tuey hope to have a goodly
number of delegate preeeul from the
the places mentioned, and hope to
eve and receive encouragement from
this Endeavor.
The question is constantly being
asked: What is the rood of Christian
Endsavor work? What has it accorn•
plished? The answer in more, very
much more, than will ever be known
until "the leaves of the judgment
book unfold " But every day we see
and hear of some practical good re-
suiting from the work. Here is an
extract from a letter written by the
President of a new society at Valley
Station, near Louisville, telling what
the work has already accomplished.
He writes:
"Our C. E. Society has promoted
sociability in the neighborhood,
II even new Inbles have been bought
by the young people since it was or.
ganiz-d. Many of our near and dear
friends have turned over new leaves
and kept them turued. The Holy
Spirit has blessed the Society. It has
done much good and will do more,
and we thank (hod from our hearts
for the "Valley Young People Society
of Christian Endeavor," a society that
rises above all the petty restrictions
o: creed to the greatest general good
to all."
Topic for Sunday, March 17th:
"Winning men." - Ref. Acts 8:26 -
30.
Men are not to be won by warnings
alone. So long, to be sure, as a man
Is content to lie in the pit of sin, he
will make no attempt to get out; but
merely convincing him that he is in
a pit will not get him out, although it
tuay make him wish to escape. It is
the drawing power of the cross, it is
the marvelous love of Christ, that is
the only force that has power to win
the moot degraded to a better life.
Without that motley the heights of
pally anti olfitio, however \WSW
Nei will Welt to sleep fur lheiti
 in
Niolottly can be With simply
frau alit li$ Ifl 111111111.1111 W11111141 hying
woo In Ultriair-stioitioa Buie,
0, to wini snub from Ohl
0, to save a life for heeven!
0, to let the Christnight
0, to know a heart forgiven!
This seall all my time engage,
Until ends Ilfe's pilgrimage.
Must Give $500 Bond,
special to the New RM.
Lexington, Ky., March 11.- The
Lexington insurance agents who were
indicted by grand jury recently un-
der the anti-trust law, were required
todsy to give bond in. the sum of $500
each to appear in the Fayette Circuit











CrTicrax, the great skin cure, tnatP.ntuy allays
the most intense itching, burning, and intiam-
13111[100, permits rest and sleep, hada raw and
Irritated surfanns, cleanses the scalp of erusta
and scales, and restores the hair. Crrleilt•
Som., the only medicated toilet soap. Is indis-
pensable in cleansing diseased surfaces. CUTI-
ct•RA RIXOLYENT, the new blood and skin puri-
fier and greatest of humor remedies, Clain/el
the blood of all Impurities, and thus removes
the cause. Hence the ctsrescae Raw col ea cure
every humor of the skin, scalp, and blood, with
loss of hair, from pimples to scrofula, from
infancy to age.
Sold throughout the world. Price, et-rtcrats,
Sec., SOA.P,2be ; RILROLVEYT, $1. l'OTTMR Dau•
Aar, ease. Coar., Sole Proprietors, Boston.
•
W' How to Cure Bain Dimas'.," ranted free.
The Latest News.
A mysterious steamship with a
Japanese officer aboard has been
taken possession of by the British
authorities at Gravesend.
Judge W. L. Dulaney, of Bowling
Green, Is an announced candidate for
the State Senate in his di
Queen Victor* traveling incognito
as Countess of Balmoral, has started
for the continent.
Danvilleni new water works plant
is now completed, at a cost of about
$70,000.
Riley Cirannan, the Louisville
plunger, is said to have dropped $25,-
000 on the San Francisco races.
Pittsburgh Phil is 130,000 ahead, and
Divid Gideon, $20,000. °'
This priest's faction retains posses-
'Jon of St. Paul's Borneo Catholic
church st Omaha. Police guarded
the building last night.
According to &decision the Lexing
ton policemen must refund the
money collected In fees before they
can be paid salaries by the city.
The commission: to establish a na-
tional military park at Shiloh was
appointed yesterday by the Secretary
of War. The Commissioners are Don
Carlos Buell, Cornelius Csdle and
Robert T. Looney.
Ex-Queen Liliuokalini has been
seuteuced to five years Imprisonment
and the payment of a tine of 15,000.
It is probable that she may be allow•
eel to leave Hawaii instead of going
to prison.
Ex-Congressman Houk, of Tennes-
see, has withdrawn from the race for
Doorkeeper of the House. This is
believed to improve the chances of
Hon. Silas Adams, of Kentucky.
RIOTOUS DOINGS,
Strikers Fire on Ne-
groes at New
Orleans.




Merchants are Very Indignant
at the Conduct of the
Mayor.
Get, Foster hiss Ordered the State
Militia to the Se
Conflict.
to the Nt w Erm
New Onesup, Le., March 13.-The
strikers have killed a punster of no
n-
union tegroes because they took 
the
places of union men who are 00
strike.
The work of rioting arid bloods
hed
began yesterdey and resulted in t
he
killing of several men and wholesa
le
discharge of fire-arms in two diffe
r-
ent sections of city.
It is now positively known that
elx negroes are dead. Of these three
are unknown.
At the hospital there are eight
wounded. Of this number two are
dying. They are Henry Brows, sh
ot
five times in the breast, and Jose
ph
Mallard, shot through the forehead
with a Winchester nil 9.
Mr. Bain, the purser of the British
steamer Engineer, who was shot, is
being cared for on board of his ship
His wounds are pronounced danger
nue.
The captain of the Engineer threat
-
ens to make the shooting of the pur-
ser an internationanaffeir.
Mayor Fitzpatrick, who went to the
scene of the riot at first notice, re-
turned to his (Bice. When asked
what he thought of the situation he
replied that he believed that all the
trouble was over. He did not think
that it would be necessary to call out
the militia.
The President of the Maritime Ex
change telegraphed to GeV. Foster
asking that troops be ordered out and
stating that an nft1;er of a British
steamer had been shot and that in-
ternational complications may arise
The grand jury is investigating the
levee riots and Corondr Mayle has
been summoned as a witness. The
police having made no strew, Judg.
Mollie has instructed the grand jury
to investigate and indict city r face
r,.
who have beeu derelict lultheir dun.
The Washington Artillery has been
ordered to report for duty.
FREE TURNPIKES.
Eilitor New Era:
"Turn pike" is now the topic of con
versation among all classes, especial-
ly the farmers. The following are
my abridged views in regard to it:
All of the roads in Christian coun-
ty should be turupiked if the fina
n-
cial condition of the county is in a
The argument on the Income Tax position 
to justify it. I think in
cases has beeu concluded in toe Su- North 
Christian, the abode of God's
prente Court, and the matter is new best peop
le, with plenty of coal, and
under advisement, an abund
ance of timber, heavy bear-
ing orchards, flue tobacco crops a
nd
large garden produce, the value of
turnpikes would be very consider-
able.
The facilities for marketing their
crops, would make good roads winter
and summer for them. It would sup
ply them with work in hauling coal
to market. Fine bodies of valuable
timber could then be sawed up and
utilized, realizing for the owner a
good round sum for timber. As it is,
the owners of forests must deaden
and burn very valuable trees, not
having facilities to place them or.
the market at a prod . Competition
would be keener, fruits and vegeta-
bles cheaper and more plentiful it,
this city, and the ' ladles would all
smile to see cane tilled with :luscious
fuulIe itteliftee find j t NI *1 tutu
The people of Chfielliin *said thus
ha Ilse Hit HPF HI thur SHads4 ehiel.
gsowIsh he • greet tolespihig With fist
110141111110 1[41111 11.1411111•1010 WHIllil
140 given 014411111eniefi1 1111 the peer
lienlinti Peel sod Matter, leaving lite
notary to Ulla 00444 instead ni pup-
tug It to railroad oorporatiotic
Isn't ,it time for us to stop anti
think as to what way we can manage
our own affairs for the immediate
good of the masses of the pi ople?
Now there are about thirty filo-
thousand dollars to be extended on
roads, bridges and general public im-
provements. It looks as if this would
enable toe people to do their own
fluanciering, and own their piker,
instead of giving corporations big
NEW DISCOVERY. iutererest to do it for them, 
and hay
lug gates across the public road and
gate-keepers.
Much has been said about the line
being drawn between North Chris
man and South Christian. But I
know there is no ill will betweeu the
two. The two sections will, I think.
remain on the most friendly terms.
The one thing to come at is the
proposition of turnpikes to equsez-
the cost arid advantages to all whore
it may concern. rots means the
people of Christian county, it makes
no dill •rence in which part of the
county they rcel he.
I am not pre,iared to say which is
really beet, to moue bonds, but will
leave it to the p pular vote of Chris-
,
log bondr. Some will say that we
have not yet re leased the debt ter
bonds issued to defray railroad tax;
which is true. But think of the wide
difference between building and giv-
ing roads to corporations and paying
a high price to ride over them. Free
turnpikes all over North and South
Christian would give an outlet Ito
their county seat, and the city ol
Hopkineville would welcome them
and pay their prorate of all through
fares in this county, and pay them
the best price. the market affords,
and tb• cheapest prices on all goods
possible that they may wish to con-
sume. J. E Cementer.
Myron D. King,. the Governor's
Private Secretary, who was injured
by a Republican uuob at Indianapolis
while endeavoring to discharge his
duty, is in a serious condition, with
ebauces for his recovery doubtful
An attempt will be made to indict
certain Representatives for inciting
the riot. The whole telt sir seems to
have been deliberately planned.
DELANEY'S TRIAL.
Proceeding a Second Time
Under the Court of
A ppealm Minims
=MC
Pi' iii 44 Ho awa
116,111111401114 Kfo ;MI111114 14- The
ogee of Henri 'Mom In/
so? 4001.0tiver, wee milted et to
o'oitiek ibis morulug, sod the WOW
Iziouwiralth bed essininect two wit-
nesses and under the decisions of the
Court of Appeals Col. Powell was
permitted to rove the conspiracy,
which be did by Henry Oliver and
A. D. Noe. Tele was not allowed In
the first trial.
The other witnesses will prove
about the same facts. The jury was
secured In Henderson county, and
the members are fairly intelligent.
Among the many discoveries of
the present age, none rank higher
than the new metal silvereen, which
owing to its great durability and
cheapness is bound to take the place
of silver in the manufacture ;of flue
tableware.
Silvereen is a beautiful white metal
will not tarnish or rust, and all goode
male from it are warranted.
We want every one to have a
ethane° to compares silvereen with
silver, so for the next sixty days we
are,golug to give away one half di zen
Crown Silver Tea Spoons free, to
every person who will send for one
of our Terry's tillvereen sets, contain-
ing six Tea Spoons, one Sugar Shell,
one Butter Knife. If at any time
the Silvereen ;good° do not prove
satisfactory, return them and your
money will be refunded. Remembr
we give you the Silver Spoons.
Price of Slivereen set, $2 00.
Tits Toeeno SILVER Co.,
w2y TOLEDO. 0.
Committee Meeting.
The members of the following com-
mittees for the entertainment guests,
etc., on occassion of the State En-
campment of the (1 A- H., are reques-
ted to meet at 4 o'clock p. m. on Mon.
day, March 18.11, at the followlug
places:
Committee on Speakers,st the office
of Dabney A Camillo?,
Committee on trinahtiel AllehiWorth
A A Wiereeti'i
OW111111114, ton Heeeplieti Shit Rh-
gi We ONO of Hunter
Wood,
VO111141111011 nu Hall, Maio sal Doe.
°retinue, el the parlors of Hotel La-
tham.
Prompt attendanoe Is urged upon
every member of these various com-
mittees.
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Cure" for rheumatism and
neuralgia radically cures in 1 to
 3
days. Its action upon the es stem is
remarkable and mysterious. It re-
moves at once the cause snd the di-
seams immediately diesopeors. The
first doe. greatly ben. lit•, 75 cents.





to it. Well link
(libretto', Notch it -Tile Spanish
cruiser Brine Regents is believed to
h•ve foundered off Tangier, Morocco,
during the recent gale. She had a
crew of 420 officers and men. Pieces
of one of her boats and a semaphore
flags are reported to have been picked
up along the shore near Counta and
Tarifa.
Have you ever noticed hew your
cyst. In P01.11151" erree apecelal assist.
sin's nit? Just the helm)
reque. g .0 tot Ho el'' throatier-
ills.
•
gOod digestion; sound sleep; a
fine appetite and a ripe old age,
are some of the results of the use
of Tutt's Liver Pills. A single
dose will convince you of their
wonderful effects and virtue.
A Known Fact.
An absolute cure for sick head-
ache, dyspepsia, malaria, sour
stomach, dizziness, constipation
bilious fever, piles, torpid liver
and all kindred diseases.
Tutt's Liver Pills
Prepare for Spring
If yuu were about to journey to 
a The curse aocciniplisnied by Ilond
eo
warmer or colder climate you 
would Sarsaparilla tell evliat it duea
 more
make careful preparations, 
eloquently than any argument which
Itesiden taking a etipply of warm
er can be written. Itead the, frank et
ate-
Or cooler clothing, 88 the ease m
ight ment below :
be, you would thoughtfully eelect
 a "Lost spring, on account of overwork
stock of medicines as saferruertle to and bad
 humors, I became very much run
keep you in good health. down
. About June a scrofula bunch ap-
Purify Your Blood
Now we arc all about to change to a
warmer climate, though not of our
own volition, and what is more reaso
n-
able than to take a reliable medici
ne to
resist the debilitating effects of high
er
temperatures?
Hood's Sarsaparilla is just the medi-
cine needed. It thoroughly ex
pels
paired on the left lade of rny collar bone.
It was very sore continually, and after
a time my left arm began to feel dis-
agreeable. In a short time it pained me
nesrly all the time. With that and the
scrofula I was in perfect misery all through
the summer. I became so bad that my
friends tried to rue get to have • doe-
Hood's Sarsaparilla
from the blood the impurities o
 heel tor, but I thought I would try Hood's
have accumulated during the winte
r,
increases the appetite end improve
'-
the digestion, drives away that 
tired
feeling and nervousness, and gives t
he
strength and vigor without which we all gone
, and I feel like a new creature."
cannot appreciate beautiful Spring. It is mum T•rrz 
M. CT.A It a., Park man. Maine.
The Spring Piledic!ne
"•••••01=1:' 10IL
And the Best  Blood Purifier 
FROM TIIE FRENCH.
Dignities change men's morals.
•.•
Many have sougt t roses cod found
thorns. enne
Venus always saves the lover whom
she leads -Delatouche.
•••
Social usages: a respect, sincere or
feigned, for absurd forms.
•••
Our virtues are often but vices in
disguise,-La Rochefoucauld.
sin•
There is nothing directly moral ID
our nature butnove.-A. Comte.
4.•
Mothers are the only goodnesses in
whom the whole world believes.
•.•
How many could be happy with the
happiness lost in this worle.-Levis.
• ••
Women who have no fine teeth
laugh only with their eyes.-Mine. de
Rieux. • ••
The teareeof a young widow lose
their bitterness when wiped by the
hands of love. • ••
Many weep for the sin, while they
laugh over the pleasure.-Marguerite
de NIII0iS.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Warn's, Pale flIwbeet Mean aad DIS$0111.11
Perfect Baby half
) ti g Ii t t
mean glow-






come. When we see in chitdren
tendencies to weakness, we know
they are missins, the of food
taken. This loss is overcome by
Scott's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil, witn Ilvpophos
-
phites, a fat-food that builds u
p
appetite and produces flesh at a
rate that appears magical.
Almost as palatable as milk.
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CURES NOTHING BUT PillS
A SURE and CERTAIN CliqE
; kn
own for 15 years as the
BEST REMEDY for  PILES.
POLD 11Y A1.1. 1111 tali! 'Ts.
Yr, eid c 11:12A/CL'al YE. :Z.
STATEMENT










Shoes, Notions, Hardw•re, Station-
ery, Japanese (hoods, Queeumware,
Tinware, Carpets, Dry Geode, Gent's
Furnishing', Ladies' Furnishing.,
Furnitnre, Harness, S oven, Toys,
Flats, Baby Carriage.. Sec • Ac.
J. H. KUGLER, Irer.
MONEY r sermin gt
have you made up your mind to
save any money this year? If so,
why not buy your goods of
-TIM. 
who always carries an elegant line of
Staple and Fancy Dry Goods, Dress
Goods, Silks, Fancy Goods, Trimmings,
Notions, Carpets, Rugs, Oil Cloths, Mat ,
tings, Boots and Shoes. Just received a
nice line Percales in dark and light col-
ors, also a pretty line of Embroideries.
You can always rely on getting better
goods for your money at
T=A4=-Jones
than any housd in the city. Cut prices in every
Goods in my house.
lin
IMPORTED DRESS GOODS,





Carpets, - Mattings, - Rugs,
Linoleums, Oil Cloths, Etc.
jar These Goods were bought under the "new














Still In The Lead! 
And for the next Thirty (30) Days we will put 
on sal
the following genuine Bargains:
UNITED : STATES Just Received Jut NociveflBuilding & Loan Ass'n,
At the C use of Business December 31at,
-A8sETd.-
Lonna on Reel Estate  1136.181 75
loans on Stock  %Vet ill
Hal Eidate .. 11..X.41is
1{4111 kataW sold under Contract.  Ou
Hornet Interest and Premium in
course of Collection  7,4011 80
Furniture add Fixtures  Vie no
Sundry Accounts  $r Elsi
Total 1k40,772 46
-LI A al LITI BA-
installment PHOek SIM ri s,
Paul-up Stock Si
sundry Accounts  ai
surplus Isuu.t. ... . secs Ni
Dividentim I, X. 5,4. fi and 8. $ 88,005 15
DIVIdend No, 7, Dec, 81, 'WI, 15.14371--
Total Proata 111107,1413 73
Lees Dividends paid on
P.1,1-imp Stock and For•
felted Dividends on Stock
withdrawn $ 4%070 01 $02,0711 SI
Total   •4,w,77140
---.
Poeta or heiltpelte, 1 „, F
18211 a ,.; sr. trim( is. p'
Th1 i' I'll' ' '14 fishttr f""ii7.14"1"'I. tri, i 1 Mlo i feteAlw  ti le idiot a ea
lik eine tool
lr
'twig"wore' Ili Cilitil tvss*allissniii I:4147 ee. Ire!
mu 
.41er see Abe element, is alma it 14111e
ill 14"1" 144 "S 11$01411111.1t,
J. N. LAI WIs .I., Pelletal Iti NU kW ,
Secretary.
Sworn to and subscribed before me in Tram
e !WWI 11111 anti J. k ea,i1 well, this'in 1 day of
January, heti. FRANK A Wilt 4T,
Notary Pubile, Jefferwiti I I), Ky.
My commission expires January u, ewe
Sarsaparilla. I have taken five bottles
and part of the sixth and am feeling like
myself again. I have gained flesh rapidly
The scrofula buns& and my lameness has





d Silks and Percales for shirt waists,maw
Meethireilines,.4ll Colors!
Walking at 35 cents
TS.
Sailors at 20 cents
Saps at el cents
ehapes at 25 eon to
Stylist) Trimmed Hats from 50 cents
up ti 
Pattern Hats and Bonnets of the very
Latest nityies.
These Goods Must Gs Sold
Reiterates& of ('net in the next THIRs
l'Y DAYS to make room for our
spring goods. (live ua a call and con-
vince yourself that we mean what we
say. rtNufollltayly. 
can afford to miss this
oppo 
Ribbons, Birds (5. Fea therm
In endless variety at your own prim.
Beautiful libe new
Itatikerehtem
hint." . mita nil
New line Embroideries! Newest Pat-
term, in Eadgings, and limartloes
to match.
L.4C ES.
Linen, Smyrnae,adiSnigk. , ValenenneB
DO YL I ES
For Honitou Work, awl Honiton lace
to match.
CL 011 KS.
We have just a few choice Chil-
dren's Cloaks left, which we will sell
regardless of cost.




26Children"' fast blocs seam1es7"uP10ols
ROSE.
tileynip Hoes 
Lid lee' tieutlitte Retuesiorf
Black . •,1I•1111  1111 eft,
Alf
In Tifil Real ileum 10 oeie up
I,. 11, Commis al 
 Nil orate
II it carrells. 
.41 Pews
eitiudard ai„„ „,„ , r, 
„„ NI able




Kings Soft finished Thread, 5 Spools for 5 Cents.
1111
The Leader,
Without delay in Ho'k  atilrIlr111111ln 1.1111C. FictirctleMoney to Loan
""ntY• Mr. Polk Oaneler,




This Association does not deduct 8 cents or
to rears per share each tnonth frotu the prin-
cipal for any expetute charge, bus the expenses
are paid out of the gross earning., and the
dividend declared is a net dividend ond the







sossee-tat the Pomades la ttoptisavine aa
t clam matte
ash flat a.
. We will furnish the Weekly Nile
46RA and any of tte publicationsd below at prices indicated:--es.d.o,nsreiat Itairet 14  11.70
iii I iiy Louisville Post.   ii.e0
ti!.lhe Democrat  1.80
Dineago N+0,0   Lai
141. t.0,0,...Tele• a Week Republie  LAO
C•larier-lournal  1.40
Ci net float I Enquirer 1  Si
Centory.magaaine 4.fel
Wt. Y4 101010.4.  . . Lb&
Farmer's Florae rournal Lee
aeribner's Maclaine Lis
iii eta Royer ,  1.50
Rareers NI 1%404100  4.10
Ierror'. Weekly  4.00
arnor'l Hamar. 410
eieper'i Young 1011114011  I.
VIonto neiste• . Si 
asolietie 11•11tial11$. 
aloof* lil twat! 00, ,,..i. 1
11.01, thlit ILO ‘11141101 so • tt I tt .,a,011110 4 4 Farm ••.•
- -4-
lertilay, March 13, 1395,
om.uu 0CtitU.
Mr. Milton Gant, of Owenfrboro, is
in tbe eity.
Mr. H 'ward Stowe, of Julien, was
here Monday.
Mr. James Witte, of Fel rview, was
In town Monday.
Mr. M U King, rf Church Hill
wit in the city to-day.
Constable William BraMIN of Lafay-
ette, was in the city Tuesday.
Mr. Rouen S'owe, of Newritead,
was among the visitors to the city
Monday.
Miss Jessie Wade, of Todd county,
I. the guest 1 Mrs. A. U. Bogies, on
Sixteenth street.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hill, of D'ion,
are vibiting the family of Mr. J. D
Hill, on 9Ii street. Mr. Hill is think-
ing of moving his family to this place
to locate permanently.
A New Ceiling.
Dr, Arnsisteract Is puttiug a new
ceiling in his drug store. The new
one is of galvan:zed iron, and will
add greatly to ti.e appearance of the
houce
a Men vs. Single Men.
O., to day there will be at the
base ball park an unique game of
orates ball. The married men will
cross bats with the single men. A
lively time is expected. .
Russellville Merchant Assigns.
John W S:arks, proprietor of the
great bargaio store :at Itssistli•ille
&feigned to-day. F.Ilure to make
collections is give as the cause of the
assignment.
Secured their Liberty.
All the prisoners eonfloed in itio
Lisudisti Iill essappd lest night. rife
at 14 I tiek•to 0111 Pr1000,11 find
Om she feoiti *klub the neve Jona
Yinnis, Veda, MINIM at deakb,•••
sapid twa 'who arie,
•••••••••••••••••••••••1,4IMMI
Asmituoe's Salo.
Mr Jam. Hays, assignee of Morrie
Cohen, sold the stock of goods as-
signed to him and ',bleb occupy tte
building next to the First National
Bank, to Mrs. F•mery Cohen. Mr.
Hayti old not state the purchase price
but seemed pleased with the price he
secured.
THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF
Of the Grand Army of the Republic,
Major George S. Merrill. Few reme-
dies* are better known in this vicinity
than Sulphur Bitters; their sale has
beeu very general throughout this
section, and the number of reliable
and well -tested eases of beneficial re-
sults and reoovery by their use, is
large and beyond dispute.
Swift Vengeance.
A telephone from Keysburg, states
that Matthew Whorley, • we41 known
farmer at that vicinity, was shot and
inatently. • killed by A'bert Bell.
Whortey was found by 1311 in bed
with hie (Fleire) wife. Hail also at-
tempted to kill his wife tor, but she
escaped from the house in her night
clothes
A Narrow Escape.
F•lig It-gly, of Cane Creee, Hop-
kins county, rot down a tall beech
tree, eigbtaen iocnes in diameter,
standing near his log /labia, one day
last week, which fell acre** the house
crushing It to the earth, while his
wife and three children were in the
building. They chanced to be at the
oppesite end of the room and escaped
with slight irjurree.
Died Yesterday.
Mr. Jilille• F. Boyd, • soo of the
late Drury Boyd, died Sunday mor-
log at his home about five miles
north of this city, on the Madisonville
road. The funeral occurred this
morning at the old Drury Boyd bury-
ing gr und on the Canton road. Th•
funeral procession passed through
be ea ty about half past ten o'clock.
Mr. Boyd was 54 yeah, of age.
Old Folks Marry.
At Russellville Tuesday afternoon
at 3 o'clock Mr. Ben Berge, one of
Warren couoty'a weal-blest citizens,
was married to Mts. Irene Haber, of
that town. The marriage was sol-
emnized by the Rev. Clarke, pastor
of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Mrs. Haber is sixty-five
years old and has only two children,
both of whom are married. Mr. Berge
is sixty- sight years ot age and has no
children.
Died Last Night.
Mr. R. P. Cattiest, who resided be
two.° Cooky and Edward's Mill,
Sooday night at home. The funeral
tole place Tuesday morn's:
at 10 o'clock. Mr. Carneal had been
sick only • short while Hs was
about forty years of age, aeon of Rev.
Mr. Caruesi, the Cooky minister who
was so well liked by everybody, and
alms a brother-in-law of Mr. Thome.
L Graham. Mr Corneal stood high
in the estimation of all who knead
him, and his death was a source of
sorrow to the entire community In
abIb he lived.
Missionary Meeting.
Th• next meeting of the 6:b 
sionary Circle” will be held at 0!ivel
March 80.1) and 31.t. The following
subjects will be discussed:
Scriptural plan of raising mission
fonds, C. D. Bell, W. H. Vaughan.
The motives that should prompt a
christien to give for the spread of the
gospel, a W. Morgan, J. F. Dixon.
How can we most effectually and
scriptually enlist all classes of Chris-
tian* in the Lord's workb S J
Lowry, T. E. Richey.
Wisdom in scut T.MlMo-
Call, W. E. Wartield, Jr., W. 0.
Carver.
How can we best discharge our
duty to the colored people among us?
E. C. Radford, A. C. Dorris, J. D.
Clardy.
Duty of parents to train tleir chit-
draw lo the Lord's work, F. It.
Q tartars, N. T. Watson,W. H. Bring's,
liohnou, T. H. McCall.
All are cordially invited to come
and help to make the meeting a sue-
sees. J. F. 0.antscrr, V. P.
Runaway Couple.
Carl Brewer and Miss J evils Wade
.weat to Clarksville yesterday to
be married. We are informed that
It la &runaway match
or
Repairing neatly and promptly dons
by ;SFr MORRIS •
Geo. Spaidiug, the Bowling -ten
negro wh woe whot by Lis etepsou,
Is still alive.
Ir. Williams boo a doe mile ard-
colt y/ e.erilay. The 1111 Ire Wac val
utd at $100
Mr. Henry MeElror, one f the
oldest oitiz .us of Cald eell county,
diet! W. d aeon! ay.
Now 'tribe lima to pant potatoes
We have a large stock of Moly Roe
and B ...arty of Hebron-rheep
st2t Forbes &111:o.
Rev Fre I D. H ale, of 0 venshoro,
began a eeries of op...Inge at the
Baptist chur3h in Nlorgaud -Id It:-
4 by.
Mr. J .hn Kitchen's furnIttito and
tititirrtaking establishment on Main
Mort Is Ilitleh ithIstiiVesi by ths band.
etithe peInlIng at tits fruits,
Jkvw MOithia Is slam* we With lb.
styles, Try him. Shop over Honor
A Hillard's.
Six saloonkeepers at Paaltioah,
overwhelmed by the moral wave that
has recently struck that town, want
to sell out and leave the place.
Just receivei-5 car had. of Ferti
lizor Homestill. Horse Shoe, Na-
tional and Armour. These four
brands are the best. Forbes & Bro 3
Hon. A. C. Tompkins, of Owens-
boro, has consented to run for the
Legislature provided he can get the
D.rnocratic nomination without a
contest.
For bargains in all lines of good.
call next door to First National
Bask. FANNIE COHEN.
A B iwIlug Green special says:
"flee police have brougut hack hem
Kansas, a young man charged with
immoral conduct toward a fifteen-
year-old girl, highly respected."
Phil L. Llw man, the well known
barber, who has been at Ward's shop
for the pact nine mouths, ha* left the
city. He has role to Mellows's, Thur.,
where he has accepted a position.
Marshal Finch was brought to town
this week and lodged in j di to
await the action of the grand jury
He is charged with stealing corn
from the crib of Mr. Frank Vaughn
uear Fairview.
IL-member-you moat see th-
Deemoy Bull Burwig Binders and
Mowers before yeti buy. They are
the latest out. Forbes dt Bro. w2t
Mr J,lon Hill, of D son, brother of
Mr J D Hill, of this city, has Fur
obased the Abernathy residence on
9.b street, and will move his family
here In a few days. He will go into
business.
Au operation was polor med on
the arm of the ten.year•old eon of
Mr. C. 0 Duke. Two Inches of the
b anal was rem teed, sun the doctors
hops to save his arm. The little fel-
low was doing wail this morning,
Mt, Vaughn hail a negro Is the
work•haties nainotl Cho. Jmier, who
I. en eepinivd hi have mutilated a Man
at Jaelisou, Tonneau*, Ho boa coats
and burns that answer to the (WW1).
%len of the Jackson murderer,
The affairs of the Davies. County
Distilling Company at Owsosboro
will be closed up on April 66, and
the company will dispose of all its
property, and will retire from bust-
Derr. There are about twelve thous
and barrel's of whisky on hand.
Bestsewed half 'oleo $1, gams tacked
75 cent., at JEFF WOIllt18', shop over
Homier & Ballard's.
Henry T. Ocdsey, of Mt. Sterling,
has been appointed superintendent
of the stamp vaults in the Internal
itsveno• Bureau at Washington. He
succeeds another good Kentuckian,
Henry Boyd, who was promoted to
be chief clerk of ,the stamp divisior.
Have your clothes made, cleanen
and repaired by Joe N.
Fowright, the tailor . and
cutter. Foreign and domestic
woolens for pants and suiting* always
on hand at reasonable prices. Bridge
street, opposite If.sx'rucK• NEw ERA
office.
A jadgment was rendered against
David Gow, of Murray, in May. 11.14
for $100, and $17 mists. The suit was
for *Wader. Gow has been in j ill at
Murray since that time, although he
has considerable property and could
easily pay,the judgment, but he re-
fuges to pay it.
To my friend and patron, I wish to
say I am now located on Main St.,
over Mrs. Ada Layue'e millinery es
tabliebmenr, and am prepared to (I
as good work as the beet. Haslet
secured the best of help. A visit
my room is respectifully solicited,
aid perfect satisfaction guarauted,
-spectliully,
Miss Mollie Kennedy
Mr. John Y 0 este, has received
Pi Inc. McKinley, sou of Me). Mc•
Kinley, the largest great Dame in
'world, from South Bend Kennels, of
South Bead, Iod. The dog is jet
black, 10 month old, and weighs 116
dounds. His sire weighs 259 lba , and
his dam 197. Prince Mo bleis flair to
outsteep his sirs.
'Liocie Charlie Wilson, who Is a
candidate for Comm'sslouer of Agr.-
culture, Labor and 8:ethnics, who is
the only caorLdate for State office
from the Third Congressional district,
is out In a card urging the voters to
stand by him in their precinct and
county conventirns. He says this is
the first time be has ever been a can-
didate for (411 le, heretofore having
been appointed by the Governor.
A number of fourth claw postoffires
throu 4houi the country will become
,residential sftI _les on the 2 I of April
oy reason of the increased receipts
A few of such offices are In Ken-
tucky, I•rdiana and Tennesree, and
it will he Democratic poistru ,steris its
nearly every case who will receive
the beoefit of the increase in eatery.
WAN TED-For U. S. Army, ab'e-
bodlet', unmarried men, bet w .e0 the
ages ol 21 and 30 years. Good pay,
rations, ciotbing, and medical attend-
ance. Applicants be pr. pared to
furnish satisfactory 'eidetice as to
age character and habits.
.t and be ab'e to 'peek, reed
/ and write
Apply at corner Thild and Main
streets, Evansville, lad.
Mr Charles M. Lath•no, the wel'-
known and popular Main street mer
chant, has returned from the E retort)
cities where be has purchased a large
and handsome stock of dry goods sod
other articles iu his line. Mr. Latham
Is noted for the care, jodruant and
taste which he always display* in
parchasing his stock. He cordially
invites the public to call and see him.
The Davies. County Confederate
Association has $698 881n the treasury
and $700 uncollected fOr the Cooled;
crate monument fund. A plan PIO-
mItted for the monument contemp-
lates a shaft thirty-six feet In :height,
with the form of a Confederate sol-
dier at the top. No selection has yet
been made.
We take pleasure in acknowledging
the receipt from Hopper Bros. of
"Coin's i'lnaricial School" and "A
Tale of Two Nations." These are
two books that everybody should
read. " 'A Tale of Two Nations' is
ODS of the most striking-almost
startling-and origlual novels of. the
day, the keynote of which may effect
• nation," Ways the Chicago Time..
"Coin's Financial School" tells us
about gold, silver and currency in a
way that any man can comprehend.
On sale at Hopper Bros., price 2.5
cents est 12.
•
Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Lates:. tr. S. Gov't Report,
at BakinPowder
ABSOLUTELY PURE
Having purchamed the M sae
Cobien stock of good. from 
as-
signee, I vflsr same at REDUCED
PHICE11. FANNIE COHEN
Marshal Finch, Who rr.blied the
onto relit of Me, Vanillin, nest Fair-
%low. Ni milky 1110111. was tie Ugh TH001
day, intiluistt at 41 (turd oitt Watinps
day, and aro tititiorstatto Was t
wit to
the work.hause (hie morning, If thy
court, Were always an ',romp' in
dealing out Natioe we w uld have
Rom crime. ,
The entertainment given by Mr. 8
K. ,Clut.tain, Monday evening, us
honor of their guest., M saes Follin
Chastain and Fuqua, of Itureeliville,
was highly enjoyed by all present.
ElegInt refreshments were relived,
after which some enj systole utile
was rendered. Guitar: Messrs.
Crabb and Williams; mandolin:
Messrs. Meador :and Wyly; violin:
Messrs. Anderson and Bryan; vocal
.00, Mts. Coombe and M -s. Msador.
Other amusements were lr:dulged in
until a seasonable hour for departure.
Mr. Thomas M. Jones has returned
from the E astern cities where he
Went for the purpose of selecting a
stock of rpriug goods. He purchased
a large and handsome assortment of
everything in hie line, and is receiv-
ing, unpacking and getting ready for
the spring customers. Mr. Jones is
a careful and judicious buyer, and he
knows the value of goods, and also
knows what the people of this city
and Vicinity want. He extends a
cordial invitation to everybody to
call and see his attracLive and desir-
able line of the latest styles and of
beet materials.
A Good Man Gone.
Irt.v. George W. Crumbaugh, aged
ninety-one years, died at Paducah
yeite!day morning of general debili-
ty, after a lengthy 1; lures. He was
one of the oldest men as well as min-
isters in the sate.
Put Under Bond.
• At R chnilud, Ky., the preliminary
trial of J. M. and A. C. Quick, who
are °barged with obtaining money by
False pretenses by repreeruting a
bogus collesting agency, came off
today before Judge Rice, who held
them in $600 bond each to await the
aotiou of the grand jury at the Aptil
ttriss of the Medietu Circuit Court.
oaiaaaeooseef.afa---...
Vinod For Crap Shunting.
'two smtr•••ii.uat 0,144i4f., tier,
Strong sad Chailini Onigelp, giving
thole home so Moniptils, %surd nr.
reigned In the Pollee Court at Nadu-
nab yesterday and fined $75 each and
emit. for shooting ewe. They con-
ducted gams, at their rooms at the
New Richmond Hotel, and were al-
rested Sunday. About twenty well
known young men eh.) participated
in the game have been arrested and
will be given a hearing to-morrow.
A Terrible Accident.
A terrible accident occurred at Can
nelton yesterday morning which cost
Miss Dora (Liman her life. She was
* card hand in the cotton mills, and
had been employed there for some
months. This morniug she started
to ascend to the work room upstairs
In the elevator. The wire elevator
cable clught around her neck, break
log her neck and killing the poor girl
In a few moments. The girl way a
• general favori.e with her associates
Thomas Smith, who has been on
trial before the Breathitt County Cir-
cuit Court for the murder of Dr. J, E.
Rader, was yestorday pronounced
guilty, and his punishment fixed at
death. The case has excited much
interest. The murder for which Smith
Is to pay the penalty, was committed
about six weeks ago. Rider was
staying at the house of a disreputa-
ble woman, when in the dead of night
Smith entered the house and shot the
sleeping man.
In the Circuit Court.
The following cases Were disposed
of in the circuit court:
Tribble'd &dm': ye. Mutual Lift
Insurance Company, continued to the
next term, at the instance of the de-
fendant.
Hopkinsville Hotel Company vs.
W. H. Schwartz, judgment for the
Plaint i if
Rufus Ellis vs. Emma Ellie, jadg-
meat for divoice.
durtran Vs. R.ley, judgment for
defendant.
Joan P. Davis v.a. Johneonie
x'r, motion for new trial.
I{ igen Bros vs. M. A. Potter, re.
port of sale by sheriff of Trigg uount)
died.
Lola Fleming,vs. J se F,etnIng, dis-
missed at defeudaut'a oost.
Martha Johnson 'rd. J. B. Trine,
Suit for damages, verdict for defend-
ant.
G. W.'Shanklin vs.! Elbert Kelly,
plaiutifl's petition dismissed for want
of prosecution
Samuel It sdel VS. Austin Johnson,
continued to next terns.
James R Waren vs, J. Y. Gray, die-
mi-sed without pr. judice.
The grand jury yesterday returned
ills to:lowing indictments:
Carrying concealed deadly weap-
WO, lhrpe.
Petit larceny, two.
Oae for distur tong religious wor:
ship.
Oue for willfully firing deadly
weapons on public highway.
(lilt IND( STRIOUS (IMANI)
JURY.
The memory of the prevent grand
Jury will live long in the minds of
"the boys." They have shown, even
for a grand jury, unusual Industry
and determination. There is hardly
a young man In town whose heart
does not beat faster when he sees the
genial deputy sheriff approach. For,
while of course he knows nothing to
tell, yet It in a trying ordes146 face
twelve men who are sworn "to pump
a man dry " This grand jury ha.
been unpart:a1; no class has been
towel. The merchant who mistakes
a seventeen year old boy for one of
eighteen, and seals him cigarettes, Is
Indicted along with the hog stealer.
The present jury, as well as we can
remember, has broken the record. In
one weeks' work tbey have returned
66 Indictments:
Aix for carrying concealed deadly
weapons; nine for gambling; one for
permitting a minor to play pool; six
for selling eigaretts to minors under
the age of 18 years; twenty-one for
furnishing Moor to minors ; one for
giving liquor on election day; three,
selling liquor without license; one,
keeping bawdy house; one petit lar-
ceny ; one, hog stealing; one, forgery;
one, keeping tavern without license;
five, fornication.
They will continue in session for at
least alt of this week,
Ham sacks for sale at Ws (Mee.
TOACCO.
14e1ea of 14 [little. on March 13 it, as
iollowe I
8 end lost .1 411 A An, Ii In
,
475, 471),
iiiirse, oortinion leaf it In 40, 840,
SI $4, 1175, it 110, I till
8 laid*. lugs at 15, 1 20, 1 00,
Hales by Rageriale, Cooper & Co. of
40 likille. as follows:
14 istids new leaf at III 0, 7 On. 8 so
,
6 50, 6 00, 6 00, 6 30, 5 60, 3 40, 5 50, 42(1
4 30, 4 00.
10 lihris. now !ugh at $4 00. 3 05, 360,
3 00, 3 00, 3 50, 3 00, 2 95, 2 45'
15 Idols. ont Inge 10 $4 25, 4 25, 4 28,
4 '15, 4 25, 4 25, 4 25, 4 25, 4 25,4 25, 4(3)
4 09, 4 00, 4 00, 3 51
1 hhd. trash at $195.
Market stronger on all grades.
March, 13h , 1S95. Sales by G ii•
ther & West of 19 Hhele., am follows:
4 Mids., Medium Leaf $7 10, 7 10, 600
and 591.
It HI-dc • Common teet$4 79, 4 80
4 30, 4 00. 3 8,5, 3 00, 4 70, 3 70, 4 00,
4 80, 4 0.
4 Linde., Common Lugs $1 83, 133,
200.
Sales by Abernathy it Co., of 81
hhdo. of tobacco as follows:
14 hhda leaf $8 70, 8 39, 8 31, 8 On,
70, 6 10, 6 CO, 5 70, 5 50, 5 20, 4 50, 4 50,
4 10
17 hhrie. luso $3 80. 3 8O, 3 LO, 350
40, 3(0 360 3 00, 8 00, 3 00, 3 00, 3 00,
8 00, 3 00, 3 LO, 3 00, 2 25.
We had an active market on all the
tobacco that was r ft-.re.d
To County Superintendents.
Department of Public InstruetIon )
Frankfort, Ky., March 6'1895 c
L idies and Gentlemen:-
The State Treasurer
Is now assured that by the let of
April he can honor warrants for half
of balance vet due your teacher. He
cannot Confidently promise that the
remainder will be paid before the 141
of July. Please to give notice, at once
to all concerned, and advise them
that nothing which it was porsible to
do in their interest has been neglect-
ed here.
oirs truly,
Ed Porter Thom peon,
Superintendent,
To TIIIN Tilatitalts us COMB/Ian Co
The ahnee eireular letter ',stiletto
lied? ‘ I trite{ siesedittgly that the
sonditInti tit tits Stale Treasury
aittuid rttiolre Ilia leather to wall
any part itt the salary due thew still
Se all Of you know, Ills a 
matter be.
yowl the control of the County 10W
perilltentleUt. Ninety per cams of the
money due the teacher. throughout
the State has already been paid; the
half of the balance due which is to be
sent by April let., will still leave a
balance of five per cent.
Remember that April 1s1., Is the
limit of time for sending In the ex-
anilnatiou papers on the R riding
Circle work. I trust that all of cur
teachers are interested iu this work
and will receive certificate.; let each
one do his or her part in helping to
make ours the banner county of the






The Henderson Journal says that
the court which recently ern iluded
its session at that place cost for jury
fees the eutn of 52,366
 IML 
Dissolution Notice.
The partoerehlp heretofore exist
ins between Waller & Collins war
dissolved on Jan. 1, 1895, by mutual
consent, Mr. Colilus retiring. Mr.
Waller aseutneu the payment of •II
debts isgolurt the Ilium. 33 vr 4
THOS. F COLLINS.
THE DISCOVERY OF ARGON.
Coincidences Conweete4 With the Expert-
u.sinte Made by seteett.te
Professor Ratirsay explained in an in-
terview last woek how he discovered
argon, the new element in the atmos-
phere Which is now excitipg the W011-
der of the scientiflo world. Be said:
"The impulse came directly from Lord
Rayleigh. Ho was mach impressed by
the fact that atmospheric) nitrogen was
heavier than chemical nitrogen. This
might be due to an admixtare of lighter
gas with chemical nitrogen or to the
presence of a gas of a greater weight in
atmospheric nitrogen. Lord Rayleigh
was inclined to the former explanation,
and some four years ago ho cohsolted me
about the manufacture of chemical ni-
trogen.
"I regarded the second explanation as
the trne one, and after he had been ex-
perimenting for some time I asked his
permission to make experiments on my
own account. Ile never hesitated to ac-
cord his consent, and I set to work.
It was dreary waiting for results that
never came, but there weM times of
high excitement as my suspicions be-
came probabilities, and probabilities
grew into triumphant certainty. At
length, in July last, I was able to send
Lord Rayleigh three ounces of the new
gam.
"He replied at once. He also had
some of the gas. Our inveetigations,
oonducted independently, had led to
einiultaneons success, as has been the
case with so many discoveries and inven-
tions. There was still another coinci-
dence a little later. As soon as we got
the gas we wanted to find out its nature.
Was it a chemical combination or a me-
chanical mixture? Was it monatomic or
diatomic, simple or compound? Profess-
or Olszewski of Cracow was experi-
menting with it in communication with
we. Lly the application of heat h° made
the discovery that there was no lows of
boat threugh intermolecular motion.
We made out that argon was monatom-
ic. I wrote the newt§ to Cracow. My
letter bad hardly gone when I received
a ounnutthication from my confrere. He
had also suspected the monatomic nature
of the new gee, but for another reason.
Argon weighs 20 times as much as hy-
drogen and 18 times as much as oxy-
gen. He had expected tho heavier gas
to liquefy at a higher temperature. To
his surprise, it liquefied at a lower tem-
perature. There was only one conclu-
sion, and that was argon was monatom-
ic. But it wise curious that letters au-
nouneing the same information should









The Lunatic Murderer of
Rev. Mr. Swope, Cap-
tured Lost.
Rode for a Week Without Rest
or Food.
epeclitl to the New M.
Hawesville, Ky., March 14.-E I
Pill lam, the escaped lunatic mur-
derer of Rev. Burgess Swope, arrived
at the home of his father Thomas
Pullirant, at Pateleille, at 12 o'clook
Iasi nIght, his the Uildst nt a pouring
r4111, HI. how ese so •I1 hat111401
!list it will die, is lie had lison titling
It for almost a week Without food
A pit ire Of elitist's and
 eif.
thews surrounded the house, and be
was captured. He was brought to
this vie.city, will be lakeu to Hopk •
Ed Pulliam was placed in the Wes-
tern Aityluin for the Insane, in this
oily, yesterday morning.
nearing and Seeing Plants Crow.
There are several ways of rendering
the growth of plants both audible and
visible, but the moduli operandi In the
"latest improved" experiments is as
follows: In order to make the growth
of a very vigorous plant visible, a fine
platinum wire should be carefully at-
tached to the growing part. The other
end of this wire should he attached to a
pencil pressing gently against a drum
which is being driven by clock work. If
thi, growth he unifcrm a straight line
is marked on the paper, but the very
slightes.t increase is shown by inclined
tracing.
A slight modification of this arrange-
ment renders the growth audible. In
this experiment the drum must be cov-
ered with platinum foils of a certain
width and separated from each other by
spaces of about one-eighth of an inch.
These strips of platinum should be
made to complete the circuit of a gal-
vanic battery, to which an electric bell
is attached. lu this case the bell is
kept continually ringing while the
plant is growing the height of the width
of the strips used and is silent while the
pointer is passing over the spaces be-
tween the strips of metaL The growing
of corn may be heard difect by means
of the microphone. and there are those
who declare that they have heard it
without any artificial assistance what-
ever.-St. Louis Republic.
Two Savory Supper Mama.
Cheese puffs are made by taking an
equal quantity of grated cheese and
broad crumbs, writes Elizabeth Robin-
son Scovil in The Ladies' Home Journal.
Soak the bread crumbs in as much milk
as they will absorb. To each' pint of
crumb. allow 2 egg'. Season ritli salt
and not pepptr. Place alternate layers
of cheese and bread crunile in a baking
dish, mitt the eggs and bake about 16
Minutes. Serse as moon as the dish is
taken frntit the likii11,
1'111 111111 *Beall of broad about three
11101104 laillarti4 heap them *lilt grated
ehouse, 1,04titg ogre Hot to spread II with'
In an eighth if an Welt of the edges of
the square. Plane them in a pan and
put noun In a quick oven.
Bed Topped Boole.
"When I was a boy," said a middle
aged man, "everybody, nien and boys,
top, used to wear boots. Who does not
remember the pride and joy of the small
boy over his first pair of boots with red
tops? What delight of early youth is
there now to equal it? The first pair of
suspenders is all very well, but what is
there like the first pair of red top boots?"
-New York Sun.
Saves Ttme.
"Are you doing anything for that
cold?" asked Raynor.
And Shyue handed him a card in-
scribed as follows: "I'm taking the
advice of every blamed fool that comes
along with a remedy. Whaa's yours?"-
Chicago Tribune.
Fortified Farts.
Today Paris, regarded as a fortified
center, is an intrenched camp, upon the
margin of which are numerous new per-
manent forts. The circle formed by the
lino of these new forts, which are far
outside tbo forts of 1870, is about 85
ntiles in circumference, and it contains
about 580 square miles, not more than
one-seventh of that area being built
over. It is a region nearly as large as
Monmontlishiire, with a population of
8,000,000. The timeliest possible circuit
to be formed around it by an investing
army is 100 miles, so that at least 500,-
000 men actually upon the spot would
be required to undertake any serious
operations for the reduction by siege of
the French capital.
In practice no fewer than 1,000,000
would be necessary. And fl ifiexi Parts,
although so much more extensive than
it was in 1870, can nevertheless be de-
fensively held at present by 350,000
men, while if 700,000,4 or even more,
were called for, they could without det-
riment to the field armies be provided
out of the 3,700,000 trained soldiers
whom France now has at her disposal.
-National R3view
PREFERRED LOCALS
See, and price music
and musical :instru-
ments at C. H. W vIy's.
it will save you money.
Hotel Latham
lIopkinsville, Ky.,
Is the finest Hotel in the South. All
modern improvements. Steam Heat
and Eieetrie Lights throughout.
Bates, $6 00 to $3 50 per day.
Take your Prescrip-
tions to C. K. Wyly.
You will bo certain to
get what the doctor
orders.
RAW FURS,
Highest pekoe paid. Send for price
eurrent. The A. E Burkhardt Co,
Ezportera and Manufacturers, Cir-
clet:val. Ohio. 1 m
Imperial & Bruno
musical instrument for




At S. W. TALIAFERRO'S
The Druggist. 









We want your regular-all-
the-year-rourd-trade. Let Us
sell you all you can eat.
4 pure Grape Clem , arts, Powder. Free
'ern Ammonia - .  other ?defter...." I












BE CURED AT HOME
Pa APPI.,KM4N tksw$4.Is .eowe 1.1.
Oil, alter year, Si seedy, aas 40 pro-N.:net his
system or all treatment' that he Call Row
assure the itch and suffering a permaaent
cure at their homes at a price that is II4100•
i‘hIngly low Thousands are avalling them.
selves of this goltieu opportunity, and hun-
dreds of testimonials are pu Ale 'bowing the






•CN, LIVEN AND 11100111.
DI .111•1•IIP••• • me,
NERVOUS tZSAU5Y,O5,
*KIN DI  14141(0-
111•710111 a50 NCuMALCialk.
The hest and most
scientific treatment for
all r CIII•LC 0154••411.
Quick and permanent cures guar•nteed.
New treatment foe PILIta and 1.7I„Chil.S.
Young Or old men suffering from IIIONCY.
10.400414, 1.1015A5Y DISCASCI. 01.000 POISON.
ISO. • AAAAAAA ON 1111A1.0•71001 actually re-
stored to vigor. health and happiness.
'Dt Appleman ha• associated with him stall
site of expert speci•lists, who carefully con-
sider each case and prepare the proper rem-
edies. Consultation and opinion else by
mail. Treatment furnished at tbe low rated
$2 TO $3 PER MOOTII.
Write us freely and hilly sod enclose stamp
for symptom blank. No. t Cat•rrh. No. a For
Mem No. 3 For Women. Address
THE APPLENIAN INEDICing CO.













Rely on Sulphur alto
tots and Health will
follow.
Send 3 2-eent stamps to A. P. (dway C Oa,






1141,-011tee over Bank of Hopkinirrille.




DIF1C111 IN 11"1•Filli NLOCK. UT ST/L1
`gal pram' e I. ta• memos at Dario
•451ein. ma saw
HUCH McKEE
Att.cir-rterv JILL 1..a-ver •
Special attention paid to the collec-




Most women have • natural
dread of winter- t.Le cold winds
and dampnesa roughens ans.
chaps their skin. Many have
gained knowledge by experieno•
and now apply a hums
POZZONI'S
POWDER
before going out. It protects,
00fte0• and beautifies the com-
plexion, and then-it is Invisible
U it is rightly used.
nava YOU EVER TRIED IT?
JILL DRUGOISTS and
FANCY GOODS STORES BILL IT.
•••••••11 sr tribi Ages& sn,
'ono.
• 
a .••• 1.1.1•• un
itary 111.
Lida 1111Welber. lamb. 
J•
5.5-b. • family Is ••• saaaaa
Washes. nano amil asia• 
Ore
Irlikoe. away she boric la•
pas& dr MA., saabl
a• Mos


















AND THZ LATEST DESIGN
S!







o1.31e. S IP lit 111V 0-
J Ski IF° M.1-;_, Nnir
Of these WORLD RENOWNED 'Aii("6•11111111111,
Justly Celebrated fiats.
'We illtV0 grades $3,5o, Koo, •.O(), Wu invite yon to call and see them.
LitEtte NIONvelty-
in a stilt hat is the new
Dr'. Jekyll and Mr'. Hyde,
It's selling like "HOT CAKES" in the larger cities. You will like i
t. Our bto(i.






Eh— The war on all winter goods is still on
_
and you can buy an overcoat or winter
suit at almost your own price. 
E
Advance Shipments
Of Spring Novelties in - • • •
iGti* PT*
cLAyrri]wor
Have Just Been Rec'd.
Also the new SPRING
















Building Materials of Every Description,
Plans, Specifications and Eestimates Prompt
ly Furnitlied.
VIRGINIA STREET,




aarp. 0. Box, 67.
• • Business M'g'r.
N. B.—Call and see the new "Perfection" Pump.
if254, warG




















'!'" •;•., ••••• -ffr
Spring Goods I
We have just received a full
line ofof John B. Stetson's late
spring stiff hats, latest thing
out. Also a full line of Lilly
Brackett's fine shoes for spring
and summer, all toes and pri-
ces. Come while the stock is
full and a perfect fit can be had
in any grade.>e.......
• •
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REV. DR. TALMAGE PREACHES ELO-
, QUENTLY ON ANGELS' FOOD.
The Musa. That Fell he the Israelites In
thellItIderaess- Food Tor Supernatural&
Cupbearere- -The Emerald Pabsee-Heaw-
ealy Tidings.
New YORK, March 10.-Among the
thousands who greeted Rev. Dr. Tal-
mage in the Academy of Music this aft-
ernoon were a large number of strangers
from distant parts of the Union. At the
chime of the services the preacher on
leaving the platform found himself con-
fronted by enough people to fill an ordi-
nary sized church, all intent on shaking
hands with him. The subject of dis-
course for the afternoon was "A Se-
raphic Diet," the text selected being
Psalms lxxviii, 25, "Man did eat angels'
food."
Somewhat risky would be the under-
taking to tell just what was the manna
that fell to the Israelites in the wilder-
ness. of what it was made and who
made it. The manna Wag called angels'
food, but why so called? Was it because
it oame from the plaoe where angels
live. or because angele compounded it,
or because angels did eat it, or because
it was good enough for angels? On
what crystal platter was it carried to
the door of heaven and then thrown
ota? How did it taste? We are teld
there wee in it thmething lilte houey,
but if the saccharine taste in it had been
too strong many would not have liked
it, and so it may have had a commin-
gling of Havers, this delicacy of ea akiee.
It must have been nutritious, for a na-
tion lived on it for 40 years. It must
have been healthful, fee it is so inspir-
ingly applauded. It must hate been
abundant, because it dismissed the ne-
cessity ot • sutler for • great army.
Each person had a ration of three
quarts a day allowed to him, and so 15,-
see°, 000 pouuda were necessary every
week_ Those were the times of which
my text speaks. when "man did eat an-
gels' food." If the good Lord, who has
helped Me so often, will help me now,
I will first tell you what is angels' food,
and then how we may get some of it for
ourselves. In our mortal state we must
have for rastsdoation and digestion and
aishailaillon the products of the earth.
Ompureity, as well as mentality and
spirituality, characterizes us. The style
of diet has much to do with onr well
being. Light and frothy food taken ex-
clueively results in weak mueele and
mini-invalidism. The taking of too much
animal food produces sensuality. Vege-
tarians are cranks. Reasonable selection
of the farinaceous and the solid ordina-
rily produce. physical stamina.
Angela' rood.
But we have all occasionally been in
an ecstatic state where we forgot the
neeessity of earthly food. We were fed
by joy& by anticipations, by discoveries,
by companionships that dwindled the
dining hour into insignificance and
made the pleasures of the table stupid
end uninviting. There have been cases
where from seemingly invisible sources
*be human body has been maintained,
as in the remarkable case of our invalid
and Christian neighbor, Mollie Fancher,
known throughout the medical and
Christian world for that she was eeven
'weeks without earthly food, fed and sus-
tained OU heavenly visions. Our beloved
Dr. Irenieus Prime, editor and theolo-
gian. reoorded the wonders concerning
this girL Professor West, the great sci-
entist, marveled over it, and Willard
Parker of worldwide fame in surgery
threw up his hands in amazement at it.
There are times in all our lives when
the soul aaserts itself and gays to the
body: "Bush, stand back! Stand down!"
I am at a banquet where no chalices
gleam and no viands smoke and no cul-
inary implements clatter. I am feeding
on that wheal) no human hand has mix-
ed and no earthly oven baked. I am
ending "angels' food." If you have
all'Ver been in such an exalted state, I
commiserate your leaden temperament
and dismiss you from this service as
inoompetent to understand the thrilling
and glorious suggestiveness of my text
when it says, "Man did eat angels!'
food."
What the Text Says.
Now, what do the supernaturals live
on? They experience none of the de-
mends of oorporiety and have no hin-
drance or environment in the shape al
bone and muaole and flesh, and hence
that which may dela:tale our palate or
invigorate our poor, dying frames would
be of no use to them. But they have a
food of their own. My text says so.
There may be other courses of feod in
the heavenly menu that I am not aware
cif, het I know of five or six styles of
bad always on celestial tables when
cherubim and seraphim and archangel
gather for heavenly repast-the mystery
of redemptioo, oelestialised music, the
heavenly picturesque, sublime colloquy,
etemal enterprises, saintly msociation,
divine oompanimiship, oelebrative jubi-
lance. There is one subject that excites
the curiosity and inquisitiveness of all
those angels. St. Peter seas. "Whioh
thing the angels desire to look tato"-
that is, why did Christ exchange a pal-
ace for a barn? Why did be drop a
scepter from his right hand to take a
spear into his left aide? Why quit the
anthem of the worshiping heavens to
bear the crooning of • weary mother's
voiee? Wm a straw better than a gar-
land? "Could it not have been done in
sofas other way?" nays angel the first
"Was the human ram worth such a sac-
rileee?" says angel the second. "How
conld heaven get along without him for
33 years?" says angel the third.
'"Through that amassination may sinful
man rise into our eternal companion-
ship," says angel the fourth.
And then they all bend toward each
other and talk about it and guess about
it and try to fathom it and prophesy
concerning it. Bat the rubject is too
big, and they only nibble at it. They
only, break off a pieoe of it. Tbey only
taste it. They just dip into it. And then
am anvil " Worthy is the Lemb
that was slain!" And another says,
"Uneearchable!" And another say&
"Past finding out!" And swathe: eays,
"Allelui!" And then they all fill their
cups of gold with the "new wine of the
kingdom." Unlike the breakers of
earth, which poison, these glow with
immortal health, the wine pressed from
the grapes of the heavenly EabooL and
they all drink to the memory of manger
and cross, thattered sepulcher and Oli-
retie asoension. Oh, that rapturous, in-
spiring, transporting theme of the
world's raneceol *at makes angela'
food. Tbe taking et that food gives
stronger pulse to their gladness, adds
several __mot-pings of radiance to their
tenetheasere, greed - vaster entre to the
sweep of their wings on mission inter-
constellation. Some of the crumbs of
that angels' food fall all around our
wilderness camp today, and we feel like
crying with Paul, "Oh, the depth of
the riches. both of the wisdom and
knowledge of God!" or with expiring
Stephen, "Lord Jeans, receive my spir-
it!" or with many an enraptured soul:
"None but Christ! None but Christ!"
Pam around this angels' food. Carry it
through all these aisles. Climb with it
through all theee galleries. Take it
among all tbe hovels ae well se among
all the palaces of the great town. Give
all nations a taste of this angels' food.
Celestial Neale.
Now, in the emerald palace of heav-
en let the cupbearers and servants .of
the king remove this coulees from the
banquet and bring on another courme of
angels' food, which is celestial music.
You and I have seen at some concert
w oratorio • whole amemblage to whom
she music was a fease Never anything
that they took in at the lips of the
mouth was so delightful to their taste
se that which they tcok in at the lips of
Oa ear. I have seen and you have seen
pimple actually intexicated with sweet
ellands. Oratorios which are always too
protracted for those of us who have not
bad our faculties cultivated in that di-
gestion were never long enough tor
Wan. As at 11 o'clock at night the
leader of the orchestra gage the three
taps of his baton to agaieltart the mu-
sic they were as fresh and alert as
WINS three hours befoes sod at 8 o'clock
Ilia curtain finis lifted. Mimic to them
he food foe body, food for milid and
food for soul. From what I read in my
Bible I think ce/eselalized music will
make up a large part of angels' food.
Why do I say "celeetitalized
Because though muse" may have base
barn in heaven it bad not all itseharme
until it came to earth and took a bap-
tism of tears. Since thee it has bad a
pathos and a tenderness that it could
nee otherwise have pommelled. It had to
pleM seder the shadows and over stormy
gt _sepojcbelg_ iincto be
nhidetfail Crie 'are
sick children beforefit could mintet to
its preeent altitudes of heavenly power.
No organ on earth would be complete
without the stop • 'tremolo" and tho
atop "vox humans." And no musio of
heaven would be complete %%About the
"tremolo" of earthly sorrow comforted
and the "vox humans" of earthly sym-
pathies glorified. Jena take up ehe Now
Testament and find It a uutelmekof co-
lestialized music.
It says Jesus sang a hymn before he
went to the Mount of Olives, and if he
Gould sing on earth with Bethlehem hu-
miliation close behiad him, and sworn
enemiee close ou both sides of him, and
the torments of thele,utha just lalore
him, do you not nutmeat) he sings in
heaven? Paul and Silas sang in mid-
night dungeon, ana do you not suppose
that now they sing on the delecteble
summits? What do harps and trumpets
and choirs of revelation suggest if not
music? What would the millions of
good singers and players upon instru-
ments who took part in earthly worship
do in heaven without music? Why, the
mansions ring with it. The great balls
of eternity echo with it. The worship
of unnumbered host! is inwrapped with
it. It will be the only art of earth that
will have enough elasticity and strength
to leap the grave and take possession
of heaven.
The Highest Art.
Sculpture will halt this side the grave
because it chiedy commemorates the
forms of those who in heaven will be
reoonstructed, and what would we want
of the sculptured imitation when we
stand in tbe presence of the resurrected
original? Painting will halt this side
the grave because the colors of earth
would be too tame for heaven, and
what use to have pictured ou canvas the
scenes which shall be described to us by
those who were tbe participants? One
of the disciples will tell us about the
"Last Supper" bettor than Titiau with
mighty touch set up in art gallery.
The plainest saint by tongue will de-
scribe the "Last Judgment" better
than Michael Angelo with his pencil
put it upon the ceiling of the Vatican.
Architecture will halt this side the
grave, for what use would there be for
architect's complies and design in that
city which is already built and garnish•
ed until nothing can be added? All the
Tuileries and Windsor castles and St.
Clouds of the earth piled up DOt equal
ing its humblest residences; all the St.
Paula and St Peters and St. Izaaks
and St. &Thins of the earth built into
one cathedral not equaling the heavenly
temple.
But music will pass right on, right
up and right in, and millions in heaven
will acknowledge ,that, under God, she
was the chief °anise of their salvation.
Oh, I would like to be present when all
the great Christian singers and the great
Christian players of all the ages stall
congregate in heaven. Of course they
must, like all the rest of us, be cleansed
and ransomed by the blood of the slain
Lamb. Alas, that some of the great art-
ists of sweet sound have been as distin-
gniahed for profligacy as for the way
they warbled or sang or fingered the
keyboard or trod the organ pedal. Some
who have been distinguished bassos mud
sopranos and prima donnas on earth, I
feel, will never sing the gong of Moses
and the Lamb, or put the lip to the
trumpet with seunds of victory before
the throne. But many of the masters
who oharmed us on earth will more
mightily charm us in heaven. Great
mune hall of eternity! May you and I
be there some day to acclaim when the
"Halleluiah Chorus" is wakened. As
on earth there have been haruionica
made up of other harmonies, a strain of
music from this cantata, and a strain
of music from that overture and a bar
from this and a bar from that, but one
great tune or theme, into which all the
others were poured as rivers into a sea,
eo it may be given to the mightiest soul
in the heavenly world to gather some-
thing from all the sacred songs we have
sung on earth, or which have been sung
in all the ages, and roll them on in eter-
nal symphony, but the one great theme
and the one overmastering tone that
ahall carry all before it and uplift all
heaven from central throne to farthest
gate of pearl and to highest capstone of
amethyst will be, "Unto him who loved
us and washed us from our sins in his
own blood, and • made us kings and
priests unto God and the Lamb, to bin]
be glory!" That will be manna enough
for all heaven to feed on. That will be
a banquet for immortals. That will be
angels' food.
Mighty Reterprises.
Now, in the emerald ealace of heav-
en, let the cupboarers and servants of
the king remove this course from the
banquet_and bring on another couree of
inefels' Maitte yr= ri -zynifin:Sur
mighty enterprise. The Bible lets us
know poeitively that tho angels have
our world's affairs on their heart. They
afford the rapid transit from world to
world. Ministering spirits, escorting
spirits, defending spirits, guardian
spirits-yea, they have all worlds on
their thought. We are told they sang
together at the creation, and that im-
plied not only the creation of our world,
buj of other worlds. Shall they plan
only for our little planet and be uncon-
cerned for a planet 800 times larger?
No. They have all the galaxies under
their observation. Mighty schemes of
helpfulness to be laid out and executed,
shipwrecked worlds to be towed in,
planetary fires to be put out, demoniac
hosts riding up to be hurled back and
down. These angels of light unhorse an
Apollyon with one stroke of battleax
oelestial. They talk these matters all
over. They bend toward each other in
sublimest colloquy. They have cabinet
meetings of winged irutuortals. They
assemble the mightiest of them in holy
consultation. They plan out stellar, lu-
nar, solar, constellated achievement.
They via with each other as to who
'Mall do the grandest thing for the eter-
nets. They compose dozolegies for the
temple of the sun. They preeide over
coronation& If ia the great organ of the
universe one key gets out of tune, they
plan for its retuning. No undertaking
is so difficult, DO post of duty is so dis-
tant, no mission is so stupendous but
at God's command they are gladly oh-
tairted.
A Supernal Repast.
When they sit together in heaven's
places, Gabriel and Michael, the arch-
angel, and the angel that pointed Hagar
to tbe fountain in., the desert, and the
angel that swung open the prison door
of delivered Peter, and the mimes who
rae to be the reapers at the end of the
world, and the angel that stood by Paul
to encourage him on the foundering corn-
ship of Alexandria, and the two angels
that aentineled the tomb of Christ, and
tbe four angels that St. John saw in
Apocalypse at the • four corners of the
earth, aud the 12, angele that guard the
12 /winging pearls, and the 20,0M'
charioteci angels that tho peal:List de-
scribed, and mote radiant than all of
them put togethaa, and mightier they
all, and lovelitr than all, ''The Angel
of the Covellant, the cadences of ha
voice, the best mane that-ever entrane
ed mortal or imam:eat ears, hie smile-
another noun rflitiu on with:exert, his
presence enough! to make u li•-aven
there were no other attraction-I say,
when they meet &together in the council
chambers close tba, throne-ais that
will be regalement infinite. Thet will
be a repast eupertial. That will be tan-
gels' food. And pee of my exciting an-
ticipetious of heaven is tee praspect of
seeing and talkitig, with some of them.
Why not? Whet aid they come out fur
on the balcony lea that Gbristmae eight
and sing fur our World, if they (lid Hot
want to be put is :communication with
us? I know the serenade was in Greek,
but they knew that their words would
be translated in ell languag4a. If they
thought themselves too geed to have
anything to do with us, would they
have dropped Christmas carols upon the
shepherda as bad as any of us have ever
been? Ayel If they bang for mortale,
will they not Wog far tte when we Le-
00nie immortals?' ,
Tim Nan N'ho Laughs.
Bow, in the emerald palace of heav-
en, let the enpleta,rers and servants of
the king remove this coulee) from
banquet and bring on another course
of angels' food-the last ceurse and
the best, the dasert, the culmination
of the feast, whieh is celebrative jubi-
lance. You antll have known people
who prided themselves on never getting
excited. Tbey hate cultivated the phleg-
matic. You nevei sew them cry; you
never beard theta, in a burq of laugh-
ter. They are monatonous and to me in-
tolerable. I am,tafraid of a man or a
woman that cannot cry; I am afraid of
wan or a weinan who cannot laugh._
Christ says t he book of Revelati:ei thak
such people ure to him nauseating end
eclipse regurgitatieu-(lievelatiop
,;
' •iailicafisa! al heither
eibel not hut 1 will spew thee out of my
mouth. •' But the angels in heaven have
no stolidity or unresponsiveness. The-re
is one thing that agitates them into
holy warmth. We kiew that absolute-
ly. If their harp be, hung up on the
panels of amethyst, they take it clown
and with deft lingers pull from among
the strings a canticle. They run in to
their neighbors on the same golden street
aud tell the good lo'NeS. If Miriam has
there cymbals anything like those with
which she performed on the banks of the
Red sea, silo claps them in triumph,
anti there is a festal table spread, and
the best of the angels' food is set on it
When is it? It is when a man or woman
down in the world wea was all weeig
by the grace of God is :mule all right-
(Luke xv, 10) "There is joy in the
presence of the angele of Go41 over eee
sinner that repeuteth." Why are they
so happily agitated? Because they know
what a tremendous thing it is to turn
deer around from tbe wreng and take
the right read. It is because they know
tho difference between swines' trough
with nothing but husks and a king's
banquet with angels' food. It is because
they know the infinite, tho everlasting
difference between (Iowa and up.
Glaid Tidings In .Ideseven.
And then their festivity is catching.
If we hear the bells of a city ring, we
say, "What is that for?" If we hear
rolling out from an auditorium the
sound of a full orchestra, we say, "What
is happening here?" And when tho an-
gels of tiled take on jubilance over a
cue of earthly repentaaoe your friends
in heaven will asy: "What new thing
lute happenedt Why billdiapason? Why
the chime from the oldest towers of
eternity?" The fact is, my hearers,
there are people in heaven who would
like to hear from you. Your children
there are wondering wben father and
mother will come into the kingdom,
and with more glee than they ever
danced in hallway at your corning home
at eventide they will dance the floor of
theleavenly mausion at the tidings of
father and mother saved. Beside that
the old folks want to bear from you.
They are standing at tbe head of the
celestial stairs waiting for the news
that their prayers have been auswered,
and that eon are cowing on eo take
from their lips a kise better than that
which now they throw you. Calling ou
by your first name, as they always did,
they are talking about you and saying,.
"There is our son," or: "There is our
daughter down in that world of strug-
gle battling, suffering, sinning, weep-
ing. Why can they not see that Christ
is the only one who can help and com-
fort and save?"
That is what they are saying abont
yea. ecualryiSti
prayer of surrender that will nut take
more than a second to make decide this
theu swifter than telegraphic dispatch
the news would reach them, and angels
of God who never fell would join your
glorified kindred in celebration, and the
caterers of heaven would do their best,
aud saints and seraphs side by side
would take augels' food. Glory to God
for such a possibility! Oh, that this
moment there might be a rush for
heaven!
'The spirit and the Bride say, Come.
Rej re-teho. Come.
Who faints, who thirsts, who will. may come.
Thy eavieur Lids thee come.
Art That Pays.
"Some years ago a young map came
to New York from the west with high
aspirations about becoming an artist,"
said Alexander Stieff of New York.
"He had been praised without stint
in his own community and led to be-
lieve that the metropolis was the proper
field in which to display his taleets aud
secure remunerative recognition. I
knew his people and met him several
times after his locating there. He was
as proud as Lucia r and kept a stiff up-
per lip when aaked how be was getting
on, bat I noticed that hisconfideuce and
enthusiasm were pretty much assumed.
After awhile he dropped out of my
sight, and I saw nothing of him for
three years. He was sleek and presper-
one looking, and I was glad to see tam&
he hail evidently caught en. I remarked
that art appeared to be agreeing a ith
him. He colored up and loeked discon-
certed for a moment, and then he laugh-
ed and told me his story.
"He said he had stuck to landscape
and genre work until be had no more
money to buy canvas or paint, but no
customers had ever reached him. He
was in despair when he happened to see
an advertisement offering a prize for
the best deeign for wall paper. He
pawned his overcoat for a few dpilars
and procured some materials and went
to work on a design. He submitted it
in perfect before it was fairly dry, and
it immediately struck the fancy of the
advertiser, who was a wall paper man-
ufacturer. Ile had been doing nothing
else since, he said, and was making lets
of money. I understood from him that
new designs fur such paper corniusuided
very high prices. Old that a successful
maker of them could afford to laugh at
the average artist when the financial
returns were taken into consideration."
-Washington Star.
Wm sustain D43,704400 Persons.
Have you any idea of the number of
re reels that the United States would
su,tain Without overcrowding the popu-
lation or even going beyond the limit
of density now shown by the teat° of
Rhode Island?•The last °eases of the
pygmy state just gives it a population of
b00,000. The area of the state in square
miles is only 1,250. Thus we find that
there is an average of 318 persons on
every square mile of her territory. We
can best illustrate the sustaining capac•
ity of the whole of the Cuited States
and of the other states by making some
comparisons. The state of Texas has an
area of 265,7S0 square miles, and ware
it equally as densely populated as "Lit-
tle Ithody" woulta comfortably sustain
a population of 83,523,628 inhabitants
-a greater number of persons than the
whole country is expected to have in
the year 1000. Scatter people all over
the whole land from the Atlantic to the
Pacific and from the gulf to the Brit-
ish posseesions as thickly as they are
now Rhode _Nand. and we would
have 94b, 766, 300i iubabitauts, instead
ef an insignificant 62,000,000. au other
words, if the Limited States could be
peopled to their' utmost sustaining ca-
pacity, we could take care of nearly
two-thirds of Ca present population of
the globe.-St. Lewis Republic.
The Financial Situation.
Long-Are yea in favor of a gold
basis?
Short-Silver is good enough for me.
Have you a spare quarter?Detreit Prue
Pres&
The flour -mill at Sebree has been





it should not he drunk
unless proper precautions
are taken. adore diseases
arise from drinking im-
pure water than people
imagine and yet is the
face of warning they cola-
thine to absorb the dab-
gr !taus If you have •
any doubt-if you are
travelling-if you tao
to a new locality-take
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-I have been taking
Nerv ine for the past
and 1 cannot say
its praise. It has
fly Life,
alnioet given up hope of
well again. I was a
from nervousness and
sioep. I was also troubled
headeche, and hod tried
vain. until I used your
m h.s. Id. WOOD, Ringwood,111.
Miles' Nervine
Cures.
NervIne is sell on a redeye
tlin first bottle a ill benefit..
sell it at $1, 6 boo 1..4 for $6, or
prepaid, on receipt of price
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Illtasters appointed Saturday for
Kentucky: Elizabeth Jones, Bengal,
Taylor county, vice It. A. Janes, de--
ceased; J. J. Perkins, Euclid, Hart
county, vice G. T. Thorp, resigned;
John Johnson, Welehburg, Jackeon
county, vier S E Welch, re-igued.
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A GHOST OF A PLACE.
THE STORY OF ASHLEY HALL AND
HOSPITACLE COLONEL BULL
How the Planter !Kept Ills Household
Goods Front. the Hands of the "Raiders."
Pictures of a Beautiful Suburb That All
Visitors to Charleoton Admire.
Woodlands thick with undergrowth;
tranquil country stilluem, the etillness
of a bit of country comparatively un-
tilled and anpastured; roadways lined
1. with tall and stately trees-such the
' scene as the clatter of horses' hoofs echo-
ing ou the hard flooring of the river
bridge die-s away into noiseless footfalls
and the wheels turn without soand in
the yielding suil of St Andrew's. The
murmured chorus of countless pines
:therms us into forgetfulness of the city 's
close proximity across the river. Ahead
the way unfolds to us, broad and smooth,
inding between long battalions of an-
cient oaks, muffled up to their chins in
gray; ou through miles of the century old
trees, their massive tranks bound with
fibrous scarfs, as if to veil the scars of
Successive seasons, every twig and
branch and spray hung with streaming
moss. Grand old oaks! Autumnal
storms and April airs in turns have
towed and kissed their rugged boughs,
yet the giant trunks stand firm. Scarce
a gap in the uniform line showy where
a grenadier has fallen out of ranks, and,
elbow to elbow, they guard the ancient
highway from encroachment of forest or
field.
Hero is an old gateway, the entrance
to the grounds which once surrounded
Ashley Hall, one of the proudest and
most spacious of the ancestral homes in
this parish. We pass through the use-
less =saliva portals into the driveway
beyond. In the shaded light the avenue
seems dreaming of the past, for theme
great oaks stand guard over the wreck
of all they were intended to adorn. Of
tho stately home to which their beauty
formed a fit approach nothing now re-
mains but the crumbling marble steps
and tall, spirelike chimneys. Little
pickaninnies play hide and seek where
once the flowers in "my lady's garden"
' grew in trim luxuriance. Only the Ash-
ley is unchanged its it ripples by on its
way to the sea, its waves aa blue and
sparkling as when it bore many a boat-
ing party from the mansion house.
Ashley Hall wan the scene of a munifi-
cent nud lavish hospitality in antebel-
lum days Its owner pcseessed immense
plantations in Mississippi and Louisiana
in addition to his Carolina estates, and
the great halls and spacious drawing
rooms of the St. Andrew's mansion were
frequently thronged with a gay com-
pany of the most distinguished people
of the state. The best was passionately
fond of the cheese and delighted to as-
semble about him tbose who shared in
his love of sport. Deer hunts, partici-
pated in by famous sportsmen from all
over the south, were features of every
season. Tho same open handed generos-
ity that dictated a hoepitality so marked
obtained between master and slave, and
the large retinue of servants at the hall
were a happy, care free set. It was tra-
ditional that no °pewee ever sent away
empty handed who applied for aid at
the doors of this plantation home.
This old ball, in which seven genera-
tions of the same family had dwelt, liv-
ing almost ideal lives, met with a tragic
late. The organized struggle between
the north and south was at an end. but
the "raiders" were in posseasion of this
eountry. They liad already sacked and
destroyed every house in the parish,
with a single exception, and that plan-
tatiou wee occupied by an enemy more
dreaded even than demoralized soldiers
-namely, smallpox. That frightened
even rough handed rapacity away, and
venerable Drayton Hall, today famous
for its wonderful gardens, was preeerved
inviolate. The knowledge of the fate
that had overtaken the homea of his
neighbors, and which he felt that a few
hours more would precipitate upon his
own, determined Colonel BuIL Calling
for kindling wood, surrounded by his
awestricken servants, he himself applied
the pine torch to his household lode
Pictuies, plate, antique furniture, rai-
ned heirlooms--all wore sacrificed save
the small number which could be has-
tily secreed by trusted slaves when they
learned of his intentinn. It is related by
an eyewitness that the stalwart planter
wept tears of infinite serrow as the
sounds of falling brick and crumbling
woodwork smote upon his ears. Just
back of the house is an ancient monu-
ment erected to commemorate one of
Carolina's colonial governors, an epees-
tor of the doughty coloneL It was cal
the base of this shaft that the master of
manor sat and watched the destruc-
tion of his home.
We retrace our way along the ranks
of rare old trees, passing through the
aucieut gateway, fit subject for poet's
theme, into the open road, where we are
greeted by a procession of oaks II8 sym-
metrical as thee° we left behind. Miles
of moss fringed trees, their somber cur-
tains swaying far above, and again
drooping so as almost to touch the earth
about their feet, continue even to the
cleared strip of land immediately in
front of the bridge. Opposite lies the
city, her cluster turrets end slender
spires outlined against the evening sky.
Asked how we like the oaks, wo say
that they are "beautiful," but all the
while we are conscious that they have a
charm of their own not to be interpreted
in worde-Cor New York Post.
A Great Landowner.
A tourist was being driven over a
part of the country in Ireland where his
infernal majesty appeared to have given
his name to all the objects of interest
in the locality, for there was the Dev-
il's bridge, the Devil's caldron, the
Devil's glen, etc. Said the traveler:
"The devil seems to be the greatest
landowner in these parts."
"Ah, sure, your honor," replied the
jarvey, "that is so, but he lives in Eng-
land. I think he's what they call an
abeentee landlord in Ireland. "-London
Gentlewellian.
LERMAN WHIST.
nae of the Fun Intensities Games .3•1' Cards
For Two Hands.
There are, ler some undiscovered Fen-
ton, very tew simple two handed card
-;31111Ce. ef the se the best, and per
:laps the le act known, is Ile-man whist.
Esseetially a gaine of shill, the-re is a
(efficient element of luck combined te
insure a googl game even between two
letelu el.:eels, and the issue ig alvielys
,Ilorl! lees uncertain until the lain in0-
molt
An ordinary pack of whist cards is all
'het regninel, and 11•I far us play is
sinecsned the rules of whist are almost
entrely appliaehle. Thirteen cards are
iealt to each player, as in the ordinary
lour heeded game. Ileitis:el, however,
a turning tip the tweuteasixth card, the
twenty-sect nth card is placed face up-
ware en lio remainder of the pack. The
it4,f this card remains trumps through-
out the game.
The dealer's vie-a phys first by
:finding a card, and the 4kaler must fol-
low suit as in whist, or, if he cannot,
either trump or throw away a useleas
card.
The first trick is now or, the table,
and whoever picks it up draws the
trump card from the tep ef the pack
The card below this is drawn by the
loser, who does not show its face. The
third card ou the pack is now turned
ap and will leshmg to the winner of the
elsael trick, the loeer again drawing
thecae) ender-meth, and so on through
out t he Fide. ibis way t he player
has 13 cards in his II:11111 Wail the cued.
As tricks of two are, difficult to kee-p
distinct, it is generally felled wesesestee
to pile them indiscriminately for the
thee being and to count them out at
the end of each game.
In playing the cards have tho ordi-
nary whist valuations, and whin the last
cards have been drawn the 13 which ree
main in the band are played out in the
usual way. The difference between the
number ef tricks taken by the dealer
and his opponent is the slumber of points
the winner /wore& Each game is usual-
le, considered- complete in itself, but it
is no unusual occurrence to find at the
end that each player has 13 tricks.
It is difficult in such a short space to
give any reliable hints for players, but
ally one accustonivel to whist will fall
into the may at once. Obviously, how-
ever, it is not always an advantage to
take the card which is turued up, and
in the case of this being a low ono a
speculative player will often lead the
lowest card in his hand in the hope of
drawing something better underneath.
The player is happy who, when it comes
to playing tho last 13 cards, finds him-
self with ono long suit and the majority'
of trumpet-Home Notes.
YOU CAN'T LIVE
WITHOUT A LIVER I HOW'S YOUR LIVER?ARE YOUR KIDNEYS ALL RIGHT?
DOES YOUR BACK ACHE? DOES YOUR SLEEP REST YOU?
ARE YOU WEAK AND THIN? ARE YOU DULL AND BILIOUS?
Try Dr. J. H. McLEAN'S
LIVER AND KIDNEY BALM.
AU who use it say it is The Peerless Remedy for curing all ailments
OF THE LIVER, KIDNEYS AND BLADDER, FEMALE TROUBLES,
RHEUMATISM AND BRIGHT'S DISEASE.
The Dr. J. H. Mclean Medicine Co., St. Luis, mi.
_
HE HAD NO HARD FEELING&
Yon see that woman ooming, Jack, dressed up
in pink and gray?
Well, that's a woman whom I loved in times
now primed away.
I maxi t•• visit her each night and write her
every day,
And words of burning, eager love to her I'd
often my.
I'd take her out to parties and many a mat-
ins*,
Would send her every week or so a costly btg
bouquet.
Large mums ont of my salary I chtierfully
would tiny
Fur buggy rides and 'such like things to make
our courtahip gay
Well, after all I'd done tor her, this same
young maid, Mho May,
Although her parents stern had said to such a
marriage nay,
Packed up her clothes together and skipped
lightly out one day
And wedded a young fellow down at Narra-
gansett Hay.
Well, guodby. Jack, she's miming. and with hes
1 must stray.
You my that you're astonished that a word to
her I'd say;
That 1 should coldly @nub and scorn such • dr
ttnl fay
But, don't you see? I am the man with wt_arn
sh•I ran away.
-Charles J. Colton in New York111111.
PROTECTION OF IRON COLUMNS.
Bricks la Portlaad Cement Baieeeedally
Withstand Vire.
Some experiments were recently made
by the building inspection department,
Vienna, on the protection of iron from
fire by casing it with brick. A wrought
iron column 12 feet long and built of
two channels connected by lattice bars
was used. This was set up in a small
chamber constructed of brick, aud the
column was loaded by levers. This
done, it was surrounded by a ei inch
brick wall laid in fire clay mortar. The
wall did IlOt fit cloeely around the col-
umn, and advantage was ken of this
to fix there samples eif file. metals,
which should serve as a gauge of the
temperature attained.
Various aamples of stone concrete and
other materials were also placed in the
chamber within the oolumn. This cham-
ber Wed then filled with split firewood,
which was lighted. and the doors im-
mediately walled up with slabs of plas-
ter of paria After the tire had broken
out the doors were broken in and a
stream of water turned into the room
from a 14 horsepower fire engine. An
examination of the room next showed
that the walls of briek, laid in portland
cement, retained their strength, while
most of the material stone left in the
chamber had been destroyed. The ceil-
lug had been lined partly with plaster
paris aud partly with terra ootta
tiles. Both were damaged. The inclo-
sure around the iron pillars was still
standing firm, though corners of the
brickwork were clipped one inch or so,
and the fire clay mortar was largely
wagered out of the jointa On removing
the casing, however, tbe pillar was
found to be uninjured, even the paint
being unscorched, and the fusible plugs
only showed a temperature of 1411 de-
grees F.-Engineering.
Diagbata.
The Boston Journal gives various
theories as to the meaning uf the word
"dingbata." One writer who spent his
boyhood in Maine thinks it means to
spank, because his mother when getting
ready to use the slipper threatened to
put tho "dingbata" on him. From Wil-
barham academy comes the explanation
that it means the breakfast biscuit,
which the students dispose of by stick-
ing it to the under side of the table,
throwing it at the heads of other stu-
dents or eating it. A Connecticut pupil
states that to receive punishment at the
bands of the teacher is known au "get-
ting the dingbata." Two Philadel-
phiana agreed that it weeps money, as
in the sentenoe, "I've got the dingbats
for it." But New Hampshire agrees
with Maine that it means spanking,
and so the majority appears to side with
the maternal slipper. It is from such
"little acorns" that the tall tree of our
almost cosmopolitan language has
grown. We got "blizzard" from the
west, "kuklux" from the south. "boom"
from the ambitious cities, "crank"
from the eccentric minds in every part
of the country, "pantata" from Italy,
"cbalitza" from Ramie. Dingbale is
going to be a greet octuvenietiou.
Pneumatic etre&
Most people imagine that pneumatic
tires are novelties of receut invention,
and yet they were actually used OD Eng-
lish roads nearly 50 years ago. We read
that "at the Bath and west of England
agricultural show, held at Guilford, a
couple of carriage wheels were shown
fitted with pneumatic tires. Tbese were
made by May & Jacobs for the Duke of
Northumberland 47 years ago, but the
tarriage proving too heavy for the horse
they were disused. The tires were con-
structed on almost exactly the same
principle as those in use on cycles today
-an iuner air chamber, with a stronger
outer cover. When punctured, they
were repaired by the same means as now
adopted. "-Hardware.
An laeomplete Aral&
"It is plain," mid the justioa, "that
you stele the bog, and I shall send you.
up for 12 menthe"
"Jedge, kin you gimme 'bout one
hour 'fo' I goes?"
"What for?"
"Well, sub, I wants ter go home en
salt dat hog down !"-Atlanta Constitu-
tion.
Her Fortune.
Pearl Passee-- Yes, dear papa is very
generees. On my birthday aunivermary
he always givee me a dollar for each
year I have lived.
Vane Younger-Indeed? That mnst
have been the money Charley tlayboy
meant when he eaid you had • fortune
in your own right -Buffalo Courier.
A portrait of a man scratched on bone,
apparently the shoulder blade of a sheep,
was found in 1857 in a Swiss lake
Wheat is mentioned in the Scriptures
as a well known grain and ander wide
cultivation.
Old People.
O'd people who require medicine to
regulate the bowels and kidneys' will
Bod the true remedy In Electric Bit-
ters. This medicine does not stimu-
late and contains no whisky nor
other latoxicanee but acts as a tonic
and alterative. It acts mildly on the
stomach ard bowels, adding strength
and giving tone to the organs, there-
by aiding Nature in Its performance
of the functions. Electric Bitters is
an excellact appetizer and sidsdIges•
Boo. Old peodle find It Just exactly
what they need. 5:13 per bottle at R
C. Hardwick's drug store. 5
Ills Name&
A pair of twins wail NMI in the Bare
Bey district. A bright bey set about II
try to name them. Ile maid, "Will dee
be called Peter and Repeater?" Bet im
His mother would not listen to the
name Peter. Then he mid, "Let them
be called Max and Climax."
"No," phe said. "They are both little
girls, so we cannot name one of them
Max."
Tben he said after much thought.
"Let them be called Kate and Dupe
cats" After that his head was band
aged, and he war sent out to play. -
Union Signal.
illseklen's Arnica 0112Ve.
The Beet Salve in the world tom
Cote, Bruises. (Sores, Uloers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores, Totter, Chap-
ped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and
all Skin Eruptions, and positively
cures Piles, or no pay r uired. It le
guaranteed to give per *tot satisfac-
:fut. po.r ev,•, re f usn eeiu pejoet












































going out. It protects,
sad beautifies the
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Pilo i ancetsus I, lly 'e-








































For Thirty Year a uela .
Aot f.,- Hugh e Tonic, insist on
having IT, and nothing ebse.
1
60c. and $1.00 BOTTLES.
—
effir•Tor sale by druggiuts and mer-
chants throughout the country.
JOHN XC1401"
XT. JOHN lit/VIA. "5.1Yenil'







"'HAIRS LEAVE AS FOLLOWS:
TO LOVISet LLB.
From Princeton 9.29. a. rn I:09a. m
" Nortonavills 10:46. a. m. 2:0N 11
Teel/0'1'11kt CITY • N D ItIATES DAIL






TItAINEI LEAVE AS roLLow• s.
TONSIIrt1111.
From Princeton 10:S0 a. In. I:CI a. in
TO r•DC0111 AND FrLTON.
Prom Princeton 8:45 p. m.
Connectiug at Mempb'• with through LI b
to all wont. In
Arkansas and Texas.
Rates, Ticketa, and all information w.
tarnished on application to your nearest tics
et agent- T. B. LYNCH. General Passau
ger Agent. Lor !stymie Kr
MUCH McKEE
A.ttornev- 41.t. Law.
Special attention paid to the collec-




Mserteree-It was a good turn you did me when you told me et
Clairette Soap. It makes the clothes whiter than any other, and saves
time and work.
Keine-Yea, and it does not injure the hands or the clothes.
CLA1RETTE SOAP.
INA IrerywDele. Mail* by THE N. K. FAIRBANK OMPANY, St. Loads.
Prices Cut Half In To at
"The Palace"
irbit Great Slaughter of Fine Millinery. Ibis is your barve3t.





















t '2..`ir Worth It ID 7 4
Shapes at your
own price,
Linens, Silk Flow Linen Fringe, Silk Fringe. Silk Balls e
a ncy work. (TERMS CASH.)
( •
Is 7 OS





50 to I /V
MRS ADA LAYNE,
Corner Ninth and Main Ste.
New Goods are HerFr
All the latest and most fash
ionable shades and grades of
tailoring goods can now be found
in my stock of spring purchases.





Manufacturer and Importer of —
ITALIAN MARBLE
CIOTG H, WEDE and the most desirable EASTERN
GRANITE MONUMENT, TABLETS;
and STATUARY.
After 40 years experience we feel confident that 4
trusted to us will be executed a skillful
and artistic manner.
.Vonetbut the BEST Material Used.
E. P. CAMPBELL, Prest. J. E. MCPHERSON,
Bank of Hopkinsville!
(INCORPORATED 1865.)
Capital and Surplus $275.000
3zii=e=Toms--
_ E. P. CAMPBELL,— —JOHN P. GARNETT-
-D R. BEARD,— —Da. E. S. STUART,--
-C. H. BUSH.—
mamma
Tilts BANK offers its customers every banking facility,
beral treatment, prompt and careful attention to all busi-
MI entrusted. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED with thoae
ontemplating change or division of th eiraccounts.
C. 11. LAYNE
Livery, Fe ed & Sale
Stable!
Cor. Seventh and Virginia Sts.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Good Rigs Furnished[day or night.












"The Columbia" Building, Louiaville, Ey
Cornett & Monre a gante.
r:a HEADQUARTERS Poi
ROSES, BULBS, PLANTS AND SEEDS
TRY OUR UNRIVALED SETE.
DILIVIDIDD AT YOUR POST OF•It PPPPP ID.
Olare C.AFAL-001,1, OP De0 Padang PROW TO ALL


















DUD ileLECTION or Satire.
10 Superb Iserblooming keels, 10 sorts.)
10 Prise Chrysanthemums In Inserts-
10 Beet Geraniums, 10 choicest color&
10 New Mammoth Verbenas, 10 colors,
10 Sweetest Carnations, ovorlticsuatag.10saria
10 New Heliotropes, most fragrant, 10 sena.
IQ Hardy Shrubs, leading eorm, 10 varieties. 4.1,th yEAL
tasdioltis, Melees' Childs, 10 colors.8 Rest Grapevine Sorts, all dillereet colors. A Ames
4 sniert Sort• Irresch Cumuli, best eh:seam,
10 [sea stet Creepers for Porch or Baskets. EIMERe Ferns mid Mosso fer Verner's,. OULU.
10 /Mien Piglets, brightest. hardiest.. _
1 S Pockoto Choice !Kock, Select.Floe Gracefoysslins, strong.
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